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Zusammenfassung

Thema der Dissertationsshrift ist die Fr�uhphase der Entstehung massereiher Sterne sowie

deren Einuss auf ihre Umgebung. Weiterhin wird die Anwendung von Kontinuumsstrahlungs-

transportsimulationen zur Interpretation der Beobahtungsdaten untersuht. Die wihtigsten

Ergebnisse der Arbeit sind: 1) Die Beziehung zwishen heissen Molek�ulwolkenkernen und

ultrakompakten HII-Gebieten wurde f�ur zwei Sternenstehungsgebiete untersuht. Die ther-

mishe Strahlung der ultrakompakten HII-Gebieten konnte r�aumlih aufgel�ost und Der Spek-

traltyp der jeweiligen Ionisationsquelle bestimmt werden. Die heissen Molek�ulwolkenkernen

konnten niht entdekt werden, sodass sih eine Extinktion von mehr als 200 Gr�o�-enklassen

im Sihtbaren absh�atzen l�asst. 2) Zum ersten mal konnte mit Hilfe interferometrisher

Beobahtungen im thermishen Infrarot die Strahlung von Sheiben um massereihe junge

Sterne auf Skalen von 30-50 AU aufgelst werden. Die Visibility-Kurve untersheidet sih

dabei von Sternen mittlerer Masse. 3) Die n�ahere Umgebung des Sterns �

1

COri wurde mit

dem Adaptive-Optik-Instrument NACO abgebildet. Die Doppelsheibe Orion 168-326 wurde

r�aumlih aufgel�ost. Auh wurde die einzige voll in Aufsiht ersheinende Proplyd entdekt.

4) Der erste Leistungsvergleih f�ur zwei-dimenisonale Strahlungstransport-Programme wurde

durhgef�uhrt. Dazu wurden f�unf Strahlungstransport-Programme an einer Sheibenkon�gu-

ration getestet und die Ergebnisse miteinander verglihen. F�ur eine deformierte Sheibe wurde

Bilder und die Visibilities erzeugt. Shliesslih wurden die Parameterbereihe untersuht, bei

denen eine Deformation einer Sheibe mit MIDI detektierbar w�are.

Abstrat

This thesis studies the early phases of massive stars and their impat on the surrounding.

The apabilities of ontinuum radiative transfer (RT) odes to interpret the observations are

also investigated. The main results of this work are: 1) Two massive star-forming regions are

observed in the infrared. The thermal emission from the ultra-ompat H ii regions is resolved

and the spetral type of the ionizing stars is estimated. The hot ores are not deteted thus

implying line-of-sight extintion larger than 200 visual magnitude. 2) The �rst mid-infrared

interferometri measurements towards a young massive star resolve thermal emission on sales

of 30-50 AU probing the size of the predited disk. The visibility urve di�ers from those

of intermediate-mass stars. 3) The lose viinity of �

1

COri are imaged using the NACO

adaptive optis system. The binary proplyd Orion 168-326 and its interation with the wind

from �

1

COri are resolved. A proplyd uniquely seen fae-on is also identi�ed. 4) Five RT

odes are ompared in a disk on�guration. The solutions provide the �rst 2D benhmark and

serve to test the reliability of other RT odes. The images/visibilities from two RT odes are

ompared for a distorted disk. The parameter range in whih suh a distortion is detetable

with MIDI is explored.
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Chapter 1

Introdution

Although the formation and evolution of massive stars our on short timesales (about 1{

10Myr), their impat on the interstellar medium and on the evolution of the galaxies as a

whole is profound. While still areting, massive protostars begin burning their nulear fuel

and emit enormous amount of ultraviolet radiation that initiates hemial reations in their

surroundings leading to omplex moleules. In the ourse of time, their powerful stellar winds

destroy the natal moleular loud and regulate the formation of new stars. At the end of their

life, massive stars die violently and enrih the interstellar medium with metals that ould not

be produed in the early Universe.

In spite of their importane, our understanding of the formation and early phases of high-

mass stars is still rather limited. Aessing young massive stars is made diÆult by their

larger distanes in omparison to low-mass stars, their fast evolution in heavily obsured dust

ooons and their tendeny to form in lusters.

It is the aim of this thesis to investigate massive (proto)stars and their surroundings by

means of observing tehniques able to attain high sensitivity and high spatial resolution.

Suh observations provide �rm basis for modeling and understanding the lose viinity of

massive stars.

1.1 From hot moleular ores to lassial H ii regions

In this setion, we summarize the urrent knowledge on the main phases of massive star

formation. For a more omplete piture we refer to Garay and Lizano (1999).

The formation of high-mass stars begins in massive lumps (> 10

3

M

�

) within Giant Moleular

Clouds (Elmegreen 1991). Gravitational instabilities and turbulene may lead to gravitation-

ally bound dense ores, that eventually ollapse at the free-fall rate. It is expeted, but never

observed, that the gravitational ollapse rapidly builds up a massive protostar. Although

the formation of the massive protostars is not understood, observations have identi�ed the

probable next stage in the form of hot moleular ores (HMCs).

Hot moleular ores have been de�ned by Kurtz et al. (2000) as moleular loud ores having

diameters smaller than 0.1 p, densities larger than 10

7

m

�3

and temperatures above 100K,

muh larger than in the surrounding dense material loud. Observationally, they are hara-

terized by the presene of omplex and rare moleular speies, many of whih an only form

in gas phase reations from grain mantle speies (Charnley 1995). Based on the only twenty

objets lassi�ed as HMCs and assuming a massive star formation rate of 10

�2

yr

�1

in our

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

galaxy, the lifetime of HMCs is expeted be less than 10

4

yr (Kurtz et al. 2000). The key

question in on�rming the HMCs as the stage following the gravitational ollapse is to prove

that massive protostars have formed inside them. Currently, there are two approahes to this

hallenge: One is to identify massive outows and irumstellar disks in the HMCs (see e.g.

Sridharan et al. 2002; Beltr�an et al. 2004); The other is to show that HMCs are internally

heated (e.g. De Buizer et al. 2003).

As soon as the massive protostar reahes the main sequene, its opious amount of Lyman

ontinuum radiation ionizes its surrounding (Str�omgren 1939). This phase, in whih newly

born massive stars are surrounded by a ompat (diameters � 0.1 p), dense (eletron densities

� 10

4

m

�3

) bubble of ionized gas, is easily identi�ed in the radio ontinuum and is referred

to as ultra-ompat H II region. The transition from hot ores to ultra-ompat H ii regions is

a muh disputed and poorly known proess (Kurtz et al. 2000). In ontrast, the ultraompat

H ii phase has been studied in detail: their morphology, main properties and distribution

in the Milky Way have been largely investigated by interferometri radio surveys with the

Very Large Array Telesope (e.g. Wood and Churhwell 1989; Garay et al. 1993; Kurtz et al.

1994).

In about 10

5

yr the ionized gas expands and reahes the pressure equilibrium with the ambient

neutral medium (Dyson and Williams 1980). By this time, the ultra-ompat H ii regions

have expanded typially to a hundred times of their original sizes and their densities have

dropped by a similar fator (for a omparison of properties of H ii regions see e.g. Table 1

from Kurtz and Frano 2002). The lower extintion towards these more extended ionized

regions, also known as lassial H II regions, usually allows the optial identi�ation of the

massive stars within them. The most famous example for this lass of objets is the Orion

Nebula.

1.2 Observational strategy and tools

The diÆulties in exploring the young massive stars are their large distanes and extintion

and their tendeny to form in omplex environment. Thus, observationally addressing the

unanswered questions about their formation requires high angular resolution, high sensitivity

and apability of orretly modeling the observational results.

The infrared regime is a natural hoie to penetrate the hundreds of magnitudes of visual

extintion that usually haraterize the early phases. The reent development of infrared

observations allow sensitive single-dish measurements at the level of few milli-Janskies even

from ground-based telesopes (Apai et al. 2002). Adaptive optis tehniques are suessful in

overoming the resolution limit imposed by atmospheri turbulene and allow reahing the

di�ration limit at near-infrared wavelengths (e.g. Rousset et al. 2003). Long-baseline inter-

ferometry in the infrared regime provides less sensitive measurements but angular resolutions

at least ten times better than the best single-dish imaging (e.g. Leinert et al. 2003a). Suh

a high resolution is suÆient to diretly probe the spatial sales at whih massive disks are

expeted (Yorke and Sonnhalter 2002).

Interpreting omplex environments requires also areful modeling. Espeially in the ase

of dust-enshrouded objets, the orret interpretation of their observables (spetral energy

distributions, visibilities, intensity and polarization maps) requires detailed alulations of the

photon transport. Suh alulations an only be done by developing sophistiated radiative

transfer (RT) odes that solve the RT equation numerially (e.g. Henning 2001). Validating
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multi-dimensional radiative transfer odes is a prerequisite for understanding young massive

stars and the environment in whih they form.

1.3 Outline

This thesis fouses on the study of the early phases of massive star formation and on the

impat that massive stars have on their surroundings. Emphasis is also on the development

of reliable tools to interpret upoming high-resolution observations of the immediate viinity

of young massive stars.

Chapter 2 presents our infrared ampaign toward two massive star-forming regions aiming to

identify the early embedded massive (proto)stars. We investigate the relation between hot

moleular ores and ultra-ompat H ii regions. The possibility that hot ores are internally

heated and thus represent the preursors of ultra-ompat H ii regions is studied by deteting

their thermal dust emission. These observations demonstrate the importane of high angular

resolution to disentangle the usually rowded regions where massive stars are born.

Aiming to resolution unahievable even with the largest single-dish telesopes, in Chapter 3

we introdue the new mid-infrared instrument for the Very Large Telesope Interferometer.

We present the �rst mid-infrared interferometri observations of a young massive B0 type star

aiming to detet and haraterize the predited irumstellar disk around it. Our interfero-

metri data resolve the thermal dust emission at sales smaller than 50AU. Constraining the

geometry of the irumstellar material will require other visibility measurements and detailed

radiative transfer simulations.

The impat of massive stars on their surroundings is disussed in Chapter 4 on the example

of �

1

COri in the Orion Nebula. We present high-resolution near-infrared images that show

in great detail how the strong ultraviolet radiation and wind from �

1

COri shape the dust

and gas envelopes of nearby young low-mass stars. The nature of numerous soures identi�ed

lose to the massive star is disussed in detail.

In Chapter 5 we explore the urrent apabilities of ontinuum radiative transfer odes in

modeling irumstellar disks. By omparing the output of �ve di�erent odes for a set of well-

de�ned problems we provide the �rst benhmark tests and solutions for disk on�gurations.

This work has key importane for the veri�ation of radiative transfer odes and for their

orret use in modeling observations. In the last setion of this hapter, we show how radiative

transfer odes an be used to predit and interpret interferometri observations on the example

of a simulated irumstellar disk distorted by disk/star enounters.

The last Chapter summarizes the main results of this work and future prospets.
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Chapter 2

Young Embedded Massive Stars

In this Chapter, we demonstrate the apabilities of mid-infrared (MIR) imaging and spe-

trosopy in identifying the early embedded phases of massive star formation. We fous on

hot moleular ores (HMC), ultra-ompat H ii (UCH ii) regions and on their relation.

Sub-arseond maps of moleular transitions towards HMCs found only in three ases on-

vining evidene of internally heated and entrally dense ores as expeted from the loud

ore ollapse: These are the HMCs in G31.41+0.31 and G29.96-0.02 (Watt et al. 1999; Maxia

et al. 2001) and the prototype of HMCs in Orion (Kaufman et al. 1998; de Viente et al.

2002). The ase of G34.26+0.15 points towards a ompletely di�erent senario in whih the

HMC is externally heated by interation with the nearby ometary UCH ii region (Watt and

Mundy 1999).

A di�erent approah to unveil embedded massive protostars is to detet thermal emission from

the surrounding dust. Very reently a number of groups tried to detet the MIR ounterparts

of HMCs (Steklum et al. 2002; De Buizer et al. 2003; Linz et al. 2003). These studies demon-

strated the importane of establishing a reliable and preise astrometry to orretly interpret

the infrared data. Due to the lak of MIR soures with near-infrared/visible ounterparts,

the astrometry of MIR images is often set by the telesope pointing auray (typially a

ouple of arseonds) or by using the loation and the morphology of radio soures and/or

maser sites whose onnetion with the MIR emission is not yet lari�ed. Up to now, only

three out of nine HMC andidates have been deteted in the mid-infrared regime (De Buizer

et al. 2002; Steklum et al. 2002; De Buizer et al. 2003).

In the following, we present infrared imaging and spetrosopy of the two omplex high-

mass star-forming regions G10.47+0.03 and W3(OH). First, we disuss G10.47+0.03 where

three UCH ii regions are found to be still embedded in the HMC (Set. 2.1). Here, partiular

importane is given to establishing a reliable astrometri frame (Set. 2.3). The seond region

W3(OH) harbours a hot moleular ore well separated from the UCH ii region and is disussed

in Sets. 2.7{2.11.

2.1 Ultra-ompat H ii regions embedded in hot ores

G10.47+0.03 represents a promising site to searh for the onnetion between the HMC and

the UCH ii phases: Four UCH ii regions have been deteted at radio wavelengths (Wood and

Churhwell 1989, hereafter WC89 and Cesaroni et al. 1998, hereafter CHWC98), three of them

are found to be still embedded in the HMC traed by ammonia and methyl yanide emission

5



6 CHAPTER 2. YOUNG EMBEDDED MASSIVE STARS

(CHWC98, Olmi et al. 1996a). Many other omplex moleular speies (Olmi et al. 1996b;

Hathell et al. 1998; Wyrowski et al. 1999a) and strong maser emission of OH, CH

3

OH and

H

2

O (Caswell et al. 1995; Hofner and Churhwell 1996; Walsh et al. 1998) have been deteted

towards the region of the HMC and the embedded UCH ii regions. Reent interferometri

millimeter observations show that the emission of a lump of old dust peaks at the loation

of the two most embedded UCH ii regions (Gibb et al. 2002).

Based on astrometri auray at the level of 0:

00

3, we aim to study in detail the relationship

between the UCH ii regions, the HMC and the MIR emission from G10.47+0.03. In our

disussion we adopt a distane of 5.8 kp for the massive star-forming region, as determined

by Churhwell et al. (1990) from their measured ammonia veloity and the rotation urve of

Brand (1986). In Set. 2.2 we desribe the observations and data redution. Two independent

methods are onsidered to establish the astrometri referene frame of our mid-infrared images

(Set. 2.3). The results and their interpretation are presented in Sets. 2.4 and 2.5. Our

�ndings are summarized in Set. 2.6.

2.2 Observations of G10.47+0.03 and data redution

The mid-infrared observations presented in this thesis were obtained at di�erent wavelengths

and with di�erent instruments. An additional Ks image was taken at the Very Large Telesope

with the ISAAC amera to alibrate the astrometry of our MIR images. The 1 � sensitivities

of the di�erent observations are olleted in Table 2.1.

2.2.1 SpetroCam10 imaging

The �rst observations were arried out in June 1999 using SpetroCam{10 (Hayward et al.

1993), the 10 �m spetrograph and amera for the 5-m Hale telesope

1

. SpetroCam{10 is

optimized for wavelengths from 8 to 13�m and has a Rokwell 128�128 Si:As Bak Illu-

minated Bloked Impurity Band (BIBIB) detetor with a plate sale of 0:

00

25 per pixel. In

imaging mode the unvignetted �eld of view is 15

00

.

During the observations, we applied �lters with entral wavelengths at 8.8, 11.7, and 17.9�m

and bandwidths of 1�m. We used the hopping/nodding tehnique with a hopper throw

of 20

00

in north-south diretion. The 11.7�m �eld has been slightly enlarged by observing

at 3 di�erent positions: the �rst one entered on the radio soure (WC89), and the other

two positions o�set by few arseonds. The total on-soure integration time amounts to 5, 8,

and 3 minutes for the 8.8, 11.7, and 17.9 �m �lters, respetively. The soure ÆOph has been

observed immediately after our target and we use it as referene star for the ux alibration

(uxes are taken from Cohen et al. 1999).

The data redution was performed using self-developed IDL sripts in the standard fashion:

the o�{soure beams of the hopping and nodding were used to remove the sky bakground

and its gradients. We also improved our signal-to-noise ratio by applying the wavelet �ltering

algorithm of Pantin and Stark (1996), a ux-onservative method useful to searh for faint

extended emission.

1

Observations at the Palomar Observatory made as part of a ontinuing ollaborative agreement between

the California Institute of Tehnology and Cornell University.
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Table 2.1: 1 � sensitivities of the di�erent observations in mJy/beam.

Camera � 1 �

[�m℄ [mJy/beam℄

8.8 21

SpetroCam-10 11.7 9

17.9 1584

9.8 35

TIMMI2(May 2001) 11.9 8

12.9 9

20.0 420

11.9 6

TIMMI2(Marh 2003) 12.9 4

[NeII℄ 11

ISAAC 2.16 0.017

2.2.2 TIMMI2 imaging

Further mid-infrared observations were performed with the Thermal Infrared Multimode In-

strument TIMMI2 mounted on the ESO 3.6m telesope (Relke et al. 2000). TIMMI2 an

operate like a spetrograph and imager in the M(5�m), N(10�m) and Q(20�m) atmospheri

bandpasses. The detetor is a 320�240 Si:As High-Bakground Impurity Band Condution

array with a pixel sale of 0:

00

2 in the N and Q imaging modes.

The observations took plae in two periods: In May 2001 we imaged the region at 9.8, 11.9,

12.9 and 20.0 �m with total integration times of 7, 22, 9, and 14 minutes, respetively; In

Marh 2003 we obtained deeper images in the 11.9, 12.9 and [NeII℄ �lters for a total on-soure

time of 36, 36, and 30 minutes. During the �rst run, hop (north-south) and nod (east-west)

throws of 10

00

have been used. In order to enlarge the �eld of view and thus improve our

astrometry (see Set. 2.3), we applied a larger hop/nod throw of 20

00

during the observations

of Marh 2003. The standard stars HD 169916 and HD 81797 have been used to ux alibrate

the data set from May 2001: HD 169916 at the 11.9 and 12.9 �m wavelengths, while HD 81797

for the 9.8 �m and Q the band �lters. During the seond run, we observed the ux alibrator

stars HD 123139 at 11.9 �m and HD 133774 at 12.9 �m and in the [NeII℄ �lter immediately

before and after our target. The orresponding ux densities of all the standards are taken

from Cohen et al. (1999).

The data redution was performed as desribed in Set. 2.2.1. The 11.9 �m image obtained

from the redution of the Marh 2003 dataset is shown in Fig. 2.1.

2.2.3 TIMMI2 spetrosopy

N-band spetrosopy of soures II and III (see Fig. 2.1) was obtained with TIMMI2 on 31

May 2003. A slit width of 1:

00

2 was applied yielding to a resolving power of �170 at 10�m.

We used the standard hopping/nodding tehnique along the slit with a throw of 10

00

. The
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Figure 2.1: TIMMI2 image at 11.9 �m with soure labeling. Only the positive beams are

shown in the �gure. The wavelet �ltering algorithm of Pantin and Stark (1996) has been

applied to enhane the image quality. Soure VII does not belong to the G10.47+0.03 region

and is let out of the �gure (see Set. 2.4).
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on-soure integration time amounted to 43 minutes for objet II and 32 minutes for objet

III. Both soures were observed at an airmass of �1.02 during almost photometri onditions.

The standard star HD178524 was observed at the same airmass as the targets.

The data redution was performed using a modi�ed version of the IDL pipeline kindly pro-

vided by R. Siebenmorgen (Siebenmorgen et al. 2004). The ux alibration of the spetra

was tied to the results of our 12.9 �m measurements with TIMMI2.

2.2.4 ISAAC imaging

We obtained deep Ks-band images using the ISAAC detetor mounted on the Antu unit

(UT1) of ESO's Very Large Telesope at Cerro Paranal, Chile. The observations took plae

on the 20th July 2002 in visitor mode in the ESO-programme 69.C-0189(A). The goal of the

observations was to establish a reliable astrometri referene frame to align the MIR dete-

tions. Therefore only images at the Ks-band were taken. Due to instrumental problems the

long wavelength arm (ALADDIN Array) was used. To avoid the saturation of the bright stars

in the �eld, the shortest possible integration time (0.34s) was applied with a �ve times repe-

tition at eah of the 20 positions. The resulting total observational time was approximately

34 seonds. The �eld of view was 2:5

0

� 2:5

0

. The observations were onduted at an airmass

of 1.3 and a (visual) seeing of 0:

00

75.

We applied the standard near-infrared (NIR) redution method to the obtained data as fol-

lows: at �elds, bad pixel masking and 'moving sky' subtration. The photometry of the

resulting image has been arried out by plaing an aperture with a radius equal to 2:

00

25 on

the individual soures. The ux alibration was performed using the standard star 9149 from

Persson et al. (1998) whih was observed at the beginning of the night. We heked the

resulting photometry on 10 bright stars also present in the 2MASS database. The estimated

error on the photometry is 0.1 magnitude.

2.3 Astrometri referene frame for G10.47+0.03

An aurate astrometry is essential to understand the relation between the mid-infrared emis-

sion, the HMC and the UCH ii regions. Interferometri radio ontinuum maps have good

absolute astrometry, usually at the subarseond level

2

. However, sine the onnetion be-

tween the radio and MIR emission is unknown, the MIR astrometry should be determined

independently from radio measurements.

The detetion of up to seven MIR soures in our 11.9�m image of Marh 2003 allows us,

for the �rst time, to establish an independent and aurate astrometri referene frame for

the HMC and the UCH ii regions. Two di�erent approahes have been tested: One approah

(Method A) is based on the 2MASS Seond Release Point Soure Catalogue (PSC); The other

approah (Method B) is based on the USNO2 atalogue ombined with our Ks ISAAC image.

Both approahes provide a onsistent astrometry and are briey desribed below.

Method A

Three presumably stellar MIR soures, namely I, IV, and V (see Fig. 2.1), have near-infrared

2

in the ase of G10.47+0.03 the error is as small as 0:

00

1 (Cesaroni private ommuniation)
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ounterparts in the 2MASS PSC

3

and were used to derive the astrometry of our MIR images.

The standard deviation of the di�erene between the 2MASS oordinates and the loation

of the three MIR soures is only 0:

00

12. We ompared the 2MASS and USNO2 positions of

24 stars within 2

0

from our target to estimate the loal positional auray of the 2MASS

atalogue. The standard deviation of the position di�erenes is 0:

00

34. Combining the errors

from the 2MASS-MIR and the USNO2-2MASS omparison, we estimate an auray of 0:

00

4

for our 11.9�m image.

Method B

In this method, the ISAAC image provides the transition from the USNO2 atalogue to our

11.9�m image. Within the 2.5

0

large �eld of the deep ISAAC Ks image, we identi�ed 16 stars

whih have optial ounterparts. Using the USNO2 oordinates we alibrated the astrometry

of the ISAAC image with an auray of 0:

00

26. To establish the astrometry of the MIR image

we use four objets deteted both at near- and mid-infrared wavelengths (soures I, IV, V,

and VI in Fig. 2.1). The standard deviation of the di�erenes between the near- and the

mid-infrared oordinates is only 0:

00

13. Thus, the astrometry of our MIR image is aurate

within 0:

00

3. The entral 22

00

� 17

00

of our Ks ISAAC image together with the superimposition

of the 11.9�m ontour and the loation of the UCH ii regions are shown in Fig. 2.2.

2.4 Main results

2.4.1 Imaging

Seven mid-infrared soures an be identi�ed in our more sensitive 11.9�m image taken during

the seond TIMMI2 observing run. An overview on the designation is given in Fig. 2.1. Five

of the MIR soures are also deteted at 12.9�m and in the [NeII℄ �lter. Only the soures from I

to IV are present in the smaller �eld of the Spetro-Cam observations (see Table 2.2). Soures

I, IV, V and VI have NIR ounterparts and are used to determine the astrometri referene

frame of our MIR images (see Set. 2.3). None of them shows radio emission in the 1.3 m

(CHWC98) and 6 m (WC89) ontinuum maps. Soure VII is at about 35

00

south-west from

the HMC in the G10.47+0.03 region and oinides, within our astrometri auray, with the

UCH ii region G10.46+0.03A.

The most interesting mid-infrared soures are II and III beause of their viinity to a group

of UCH ii regions (G10.47+0.03A, B1, B2, and C) and to the HMC. They appear marginally

extended in [NeII℄ and in the 12.9�m �lters and more extended at 11.9�m. We detet faint

emission at this wavelength between the two soures: this "bridge" might be due to the larger

extension of the soures at 11.9�m. In Fig. 2.3 we show a ut along the diretion onneting

the peak positions in two di�erent �lters and an additional perpendiular ut for soure II.

The UCH ii region C is found to have a mid-infrared and a near-infrared ounterpart in our

images (see Fig. 2.2): The near-infrared, mid-infrared and radio peaks are oinident within

our astrometri auray (see Set. 2.3). The 2.16 �m emission is marginally extended and

amounts to 0.22mJy. Assuming a Gaussian pro�le both for the soure (FWHM = 0:

00

67) and

for the beam (FWHM = 0:

00

56), we alulate a deonvolved FWHM at 2.16 �m of 0:

00

4 for

soure III. The MIR emission is more extended, the deonvolved soure size amounts to 1:

00

8

at 11.9 �m. For omparison, the 1.3 m radio ontinuum emission is 0:

00

88 (CHWC98) with

3

The 2MASS PSC positions are reonstruted via the Tyho 2 Catalog
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Figure 2.2: TIMMI2 image at 11.9 �m (dashed red ontour) superimposed on the ISAAC

image (grey sale) at 2.16 �m. Red ontour levels go from 6.25 to 25 mJy/ut

00

with steps of

6.25 mJy/ut

00

(soure labeling as in Fig. 2.1). The peak positions of the four MIR soures

are marked by red rosses. The blue empty irles orrespond to the four UCH ii regions,

namely A, B1, B2, and C, observed by CHWC98 in the 1.3 m ontinuum. The diameter of

the irles orresponds to the full width at half power of the radio emission. The millimeter

emission from the HMC peaks at the loation of the UCH ii regions B1 and B2 (Olmi et al.

1996a; Gibb et al. 2002). With a white irular aperture we mask an additional MIR soure

whih appears lose to soure I when subtrating the hop/nod images. The real loation of

the soure, whih we name soure VII, is �27

00

south-west of soure I. Within the unertainty

of our astrometry, soure VII oinides with the UCH ii region G10.46+0.03A.
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an extended spherial halo of 3

00

deteted in the lower resolution 6 m radio map by Garay

et al. (1993).

We do not detet NIR emission in the diretion of the HMC and the three UCH ii regions

A, B1 and B2. Our near-infrared upper limit of 0.05mJy/beam (3 � sensitivity) translates

into a Ks limiting magnitude of 17.8mag. Radio measurements predit at least an O9.5 type

star as ionizing soure of the UCH ii region A and B0 type stars in the ase of the UCH ii

regions B1 and B2. The apparent Ks magnitude for an O9.5/B0 star loated at the distane

of G10.47+0.03 is 10.3/10.4 mag (intrinsi infrared olours from Tokunaga 2000 and absolute

visual magnitude from Vaa et al. 1996). Considering the non-detetion at NIR wavelengths

and the apparent magnitudes alulated above, we �nd that the extintion towards the HMC

and UCH ii regions is at least 7.4 magnitudes at 2�m.

The measured ux densities and peak positions of the seven MIR soures are provided in

Table 2.2. The given total uxes orrespond to the uxes within a syntheti aperture of 4

00

.

The errors of eah ux measurement are estimated to be 15% for the soures from I to IV, and

20% for soures V, VI and VII. We have no detetion in the 8.8, 9.8, 17.9 and 20�m �lters.

In these ases the upper limits for the ux densities an be dedued from the sensitivities

given in Table 2.1.

We note that the IRAS soure 18056-1952, whih was onsidered to be the infrared oun-

terpart of the omplex massive star-forming region G10.47+0.03 (e.g. WC89, Hathell et al.

2000), has a 12�m ux of 7.93 Jy, more than 10 times larger than the total ux we measure

from the seven MIR soures. This, together with the fat that none of our MIR soures is

loated inside the IRAS pointing auray ellipse exludes that the IRAS soure is related to

G10.47+0.03. For ompleteness, we mention that the Midourse Spae Experiment (MSX)

deteted a bright unresolved soure at 21.3�m whose peak position (�

2000

= 18

h

08

m

38.38

s

and Æ

2000

= -19

Æ

51

0

52.6

00

from Egan et al. 1999) is at about 3:

00

7 south-east from our MIR

soure II. The MSX position auray is about 2

00

both in right asension and delination and

the ux measured in the MSX beam amounts to 22�1 Jy. The large 18

00

MSX beam inludes

all our MIR soures but soure VII. However, onsidering the steep rise in the spetral energy

distribution (SED) of HMCs (Osorio et al. 1999) we expet that the HMC in G10.47+0.03

ontributes most of the ux at 21.3�m.

2.4.2 Mid-infrared spetrosopy

The alibrated N-band spetra of soures II and III are shown in Fig. 2.4. A reliable removal

of the atmospheri lines is reahed in the wavelength range 8{13 �m. The error plotted on

eah point represents the ux satter due to photon noise, additional noise may ome from

the improper subtration of telluri lines.

The spetrum of soure II is learly dominated by the siliate absorption feature. The [NeII℄

emission line at 12.81 �m is deteted with a line-to-ontinuum ratio of about 1.5. In ontrast,

the spetrum of soure III shows strong [NeII℄ line emission and weak siliate absorption.

None of the other MIR �ne-struture lines, like [ArIII℄ at 8.99�m and [SIV℄ at 10.51 �m, an

be identi�ed in the spetra. Following Okamoto et al. (2001) and Okamoto et al. (2003), we

estimate upper limits for the ionizing stars from the ux ratio of the non-deteted [ArIII℄

and [SIV℄ and the [NeII℄ emission line. Upper limit uxes for the [ArIII℄ and [SIV℄ lines are

obtained by integrating the de-extinted spetra (see disussion for soure III in Set. 2.5.1

for the proedure) in a 0.06 �m interval entered on 8.99 �m and 10.51 �m, respetively. For

soure II we estimate an O7 type star, while for soure III we obtain an O9 type star as
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Figure 2.3: Cuts through the MIR soures II and III obtained on the wavelet-�ltered images.

The width of the ut is 3 pixels. The intensity is normalized to the peak of soure II. Left: ut

along the line onneting the peaks of the two MIR soures. A faint "bridge" of emission is

visible between the peaks at 11.9 �m. Similar faint emission is also present in the non wavelet-

�ltered images. Right: ut in the perpendiular diretion for soure II showing di�erent sizes

at di�erent wavelengths.

Table 2.2: Measured ux densities and peak positions of the MIR soures. Soure labeling is

as in Fig. 2.1, soure VII belongs to the star-forming region G10.46+0.03 (see Set. 2.4).

Soure Peak Position F

11:7

F

11:9

a

F

12:9

a

F

[NeII℄

ID �(2000) Æ(2000)

[h m s℄ [

Æ 0 00

℄ [mJy℄ [mJy℄ [mJy℄ [mJy℄

I 18 08 37.78 -19 51 55.7 101 170 154 220

II 18 08 38.19 -19 51 50.0 140 136 457 943

III 18 08 38.34 -19 51 45.6 131 137 236 703

IV 18 08 37.66 -19 51 44.8 23 30 <12 <33

V 18 08 37.59 -19 51 36.6 { 107 <12 <33

VI 18 08 38.61 -19 52 07.3 { 94 201 424

VII 18 08 36.47 -19 52 14.9 { 89 160 309

Note. The estimated ux unertainty is 15% for soures from I to IV and 20% for soures V,

VI and VII

{ Soures V, VI and VII are outside the SpetroCam �eld

a

Fluxes from the seond TIMMI2 run, upper limits represent 3 � sensitivities
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Figure 2.4: N-band spetrosopy of soure II and III. The �ne-struture emission lines from

metal ions are marked with solid lines (detetion) and dashed lines (non detetion).

upper limits. We note that this method is model-dependent: The observed ux ratios are

ompared to CoStar alulations by Stasinska and Shaerer (1997). In the next setion, we

apply a di�erent method whih only depends on the observed [NeII℄ ux to estimate the

Lyman ontinuum ux and thus to determine the spetral types of the ionizing soures.

2.5 Detailed disussion on individual soures

In the following, we disuss the MIR soures with speial attention on soures II and III,

whih are lose to the UCH ii regions and the HMC in G10.47+0.03.

2.5.1 Soure III and the lose ultra-ompat H ii region

Soure III is the mid-infrared ounterpart of the UCH ii region C (WC89). Radio measure-

ments (Garay et al. 1993 and CHWC98) show that at least a B0 type star is responsible for

its ionization. We also detet its NIR ounterpart in the ISAAC Ks image (see Set. 2.4).

This slightly elongated ounterpart has a total ux of 0.22mJy at 2.16 �m, whih orre-

sponds to a Ks magnitude of 16.2. The apparent K magnitude for a B0 star at the distane

of G10.47+0.03 is 10.4mag (intrinsi infrared olours from Tokunaga 2000 and absolute vi-

sual magnitude from Vaa et al. 1996). Thus, we alulate an extintion A

2:2

of 5.8mag

at 2.2 �m. However, this value only represents a lower limit: part of the observed emission

at this wavelength may ome from sattered light in a non-spherial on�guration and from

warm dust surrounding the UCH ii region. The presene of warm dust around the UCH ii

region is evident at longer wavelengths where the soure appears more extended (� 1:

00

8 at

11.9 �m after deonvolution with the di�ration-limited beam) and has a ux more than 500

times larger than the extinted blak body emission from the star.

To obtain a more aurate value for the extintion and to estimate the spetral type of

the ionizing soure independently from the radio measurements, we use our MIR spetrum.

Assuming a simple model in whih the warm dust (emitting in the MIR) is extinguished by

a sreen of old dust in the foreground (e.g. Okamoto et al. 2001), the observed ux density
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an be expressed as:

F

�

= bB

�

(T

d

) �

�

exp(��

�

) (2.1)

with b being a saling fator, T

d

the temperature of the emitting dust, �

�

the dust emissivity

and �

�

the optial depth of the old dust layer. The optial depth �

�

is proportional to

the dust extintion oeÆient and to the line-of-sight olumn density N

(H+H

2

)

. We onsider

two extreme ases: a) the warm dust is emitting like a blakbody (�

�

= 1), b) the warm

dust emission is optially thin (�

�

/ �

�

). As for the dust omposition, we use a mixture of

arbonaeous and siliate grains (dust opaities from Weingartner and Draine 2001) with two

di�erent extintion laws for the loal Milky Way (R

V

=3.1 and 5.5). The ontinuum of the

observed spetrum (7.9{12.75 �m and 12.9{13.1 �m) is �tted by using the equation 2.1 with

b, T

d

, and N

(H+H

2

)

as free parameters. The best �t is reahed in the ase b) and the ISM

extintion law (R

V

=3.1). Best-�t parameters are provided in Table 2.3. The estimated line-

of-sight extintion is 6 magnitude at 9.8 �m. This value translates into A

2:2

� 9 magnitude,

whih is about 3 magnitudes larger than the extintion estimated from the observed Ks

magnitude and the expeted ux of a B0 star. This also means that only 5% of the measured

Ks emission is photospheri ux from the ionizing star, the remaining 95% originates from

dust re-emission.

To estimate the spetral type of the ionizing soure we will use the de-extinted integrated

ux in the [NeII℄ line (I

0

12:8

) and a formula whih links this quantity to the number of ionizing

photons per seond (Q

0

). We determine the spetral type by omparing the alulated Q

0

with values from Table 5 of Vaa et al. (1996). The determination of the de-extinted ux in

the [NeII℄ line is done as follows: First, we subtrat the �tted ontinuum from the spetrum,

then we extint the [NeII℄ ux density by the measured �

�

, �nally we ompute the integral in

the [NeII℄ line between 12.75 and 12.9 �m. With the assumptions of a spherially symmetri,

optially thin (see CHWC98), homogeneous and ionization-bounded H ii region, we derived in

Appendix A the equation that links the Lyman ontinuum ux to the emission line intensity

from any ion. The ratio between the ion density and eletron density an be written in our

ase as n

ion

=n

e

� n(Ne

+

)=n(H

+

). Sine we do not see other higher exitation lines as the

[ArIII℄ and [SIV℄ in our MIR spetra, we an further assume n(Ne

+

)=n(H

+

) � n(Ne)=n(H)

that is the neon over hydrogen abundane. Thus, equation A.8 an be re-written as:

Q

0

= 2:566 � 10

34

T

�0:8

e

D

2

n(H)

n(Ne)

I

0

12:8

�

12:8

(2.2)

where T

e

is the eletron temperature in K, D the soure distane in kp, I

0

12:8

the de-extinted

intensity of the [NeII℄ line in erg s

�1

m

�2

and �

12:8

the line emissivity in erg m

3

s

�1

. We

assume T

e

equal to 10000 K (CHWC98) and n(Ne)=n(H) equal to 1.2�10

�4

, whih is the solar

abundane as given by Grevesse and Sauval (1998). The alulation of the line emissivity

�

12:8

is done following the formulae 3.25, 4.12 and 5.29 in Osterbrok (1974) and assuming

atomi data from Saraph and Tully (1994): For the spei� T

e

and the eletron density given

by CHWC98, we obtain a value of 4.6�10

�23

erg m

3

s

�1

. The derived spetral type (see

Table 2.3) is in a good agreement with that estimated from radio measurements.

Our infrared images and spetrum show that the B0 star ionizing the UCH ii region C is

surrounded by dust whih is optially thik at these wavelengths. This means that we annot

use the infrared uxes to estimate the amount of dust surrounding the UCH ii region. How-

ever, we an derive upper limits for the dust mass from the BIMA non-detetion at 1.4 mm

(Gibb et al. 2002). In the natural weighted BIMA map the 1� detetion limit is 20mJy/beam
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Table 2.3: Best �t parameters to the N-band spetra and estimated spetral types for the

ionizing soures

Parameter Unit Fator Soure II Soure III

T

d

[K℄ 275�20 319�46

N

(H+H

2

)

[m

�2

℄ (�10

23

) 2.7�0.1 1.4�0.2

�

9:8

12 6

I

12:8

[W/m

2

℄ (�10

�16

) 5.0 18.9

I

0

12:8

[W/m

2

℄ (�10

�14

) 2.3 1.3

log(Q

0

) 48.35 47.99

SpTy B0{O9.5 B0.5{B0

for a beam of 1.98

00

�1.27

00

(Wyrowski private ommuniation). We assume optially thin

emission at 1.4 mm, two values for the dust temperature (30 and 50 K) and mass absorption

oeÆient from Ossenkopf and Henning (1994) for a gas density of 10

5

m

�3

. A dust mass

between 0.2{0.4 M

�

is derived. This value translates into 20{40M

�

for a gas/dust ratio of

100 and into upper limit olumn densities of 1.9{3.5�10

23

m

�2

for the moleular hydrogen

(see equations 2 and 3 in Henning et al. 2000). This olumn density is in good agreement with

the value we estimate by �tting the MIR ontinuum of our N-band spetrum (Table 2.3).

2.5.2 Soure II and its relation with the hot ore

Objet II is the most exiting among our MIR soures. Three UCH ii regions and a HMC

have been identi�ed by CHWC98 in this region. CHWC98 suggest a piture in whih the

three massive stars, at the stage of UCH ii regions, are embedded in the dense moleular ore

traed by ammonia emission. Sine the UCH ii regions B1 and B2 are more ompat than

A and show more absorption in NH

3

, CHWC98 propose that A is lying loser to the surfae

of the HC, i.e in a less dense region. The fat that the three UCH ii regions are traing

embedded stars is supported by the ompatness of their radio emission: The two VLA 6 m

maps from WC89 and Garay et al. (1993) at di�erent resolution provide the same total ux

for the three UCH ii regions. To show the omplexity of this region we superimpose the radio,

ammonia and MIR emission in Fig. 2.5.

Up to now, only few ases are known in whih MIR emission is deteted from the lose

viinity of HMCs (De Buizer et al. 2003). Proving that the MIR arises from the HMC itself

would support the idea of internally heated ores. However, the exat loation of the MIR

emission is diÆult to determine independently from the radio soures and/or maser sites,

whose relation to the MIR emission is yet not lear. In Set. 2.3 we demonstrated that our

MIR astrometry is aurate to 0:

00

3 based on stars with ounterparts at di�erent wavelengths.

This high auray allows to explore the relation between the UCH ii phenomena, the HMC

and the MIR emission. Here, the main question is whether the MIR emission is oming from

dust surrounding one of the three UCH ii regions or it is indiating the presene of a young

massive star (before the UCH ii phase) deeply embedded in the HMC. To answer this question

we use both MIR images and spetrosopi data.

Before investigating the two senarios, we briey summarize the main observational results:

I) Based on our astrometry, none of the UCH ii regions oinides with the peak of the MIR
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Figure 2.5: Image of the MIR soure II at 11.9 �m with ontours of the 1.3 m radio on-

tinuum (solid white lines) and of NH

3

(4,4) line emission (red dashed lines) from CHWC98.

White ontour levels are spaed by 7mJy/beam starting from 5 to 33mJy/beam, red-dashed

ontours are spaed by 4mJy/beam from 3 to 27mJy/beam.
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soure II: this peak is loated south of the UCH ii region A, at about the same distane

(�0:

00

6=3480AU) from A and B2. The UCH ii region B1 is further away from soure II at

about 0:

00

8. The MIR emission does not oinide with the enter of the HMC, whih is believed

to be lose to the most embedded UCH ii regions B1 and B2.

II) The MIR emission is extended in NW-SE diretion even in the [NeII℄ �lter (deonvolved

FWHM of 0:

00

9 after the ontinuum subtration). The MIR extension is even larger at 11.9�m,

about 1:

00

7 (see Fig. 2.3).

III) The MIR spetrum does not show the forbidden lines of [ArIII℄ and [SIV℄ thus implying

an O7 upper limit for the spetral type of the ionizing soure (see Set. 2.4.2).

IV) CHWC98 report a lower limit for the H

2

olumn density of 2�10

23

m

�2

towards the

HMC whih is omparable with the values we �nd from �tting the ontinuum of the MIR

spetrum. Thus, objet II is at a distane similar to the three UCH ii regions and the HMC.

Other estimates of the moleular hydrogen olumn density towards the HMC range between

3�10

23

m

�2

(Hofner et al. 2000) and 6�10

24

m

�2

(Olmi et al. 1996a). The exat loation

of soure II in the HMC annot be determined from these data.

V) The slope of the radio emission as given from the measurements at 6 m (WC89) and

1.3 m (CHWC98) is S

�

/ �

0:9

for the UCH ii region A and S

�

/ �

1:4

for B. Both slopes are

di�erent from that expeted in the ase of ionization due to a stellar wind (S

�

/ �

0:6

, Simon

et al. 1983). Also the size of the UCH ii region A inreases towards shorter wavelengths,

ontraditing the wind hypothesis (R

�

/ �

�0:6

, Hoare and Garrington 1995).

We now onsider the �rst senario, namely a massive star embedded in the HMC at a stage

prior to the UCH ii phase. In the early phases of massive star formation strong aretion

ould quenh the radio free-free emission (Yorke 1986) and onstrain the ionized hydrogen

into a small dust-evauated avity of radius R



� (L

�

=4�� T

4

d

)

1=2

(see e.g. Churhwell 2002).

Using the same approah as for soure III, we determine a lower limit spetral type of B0{

O9.5. For these spetral types, the ionized region is well traed by [NeII℄ line emission. For a

luminosity of 10

5

L

�

(Vaa et al. 1996) and dust sublimation temperature T

d

� 1000K, we

estimate an R



of about 50AU, whih is 0:

00

008 at 5.8 kp distane. Sine we detet extended

emission in the [NeII℄ line, we onlude that no massive star prior to the UCH ii phase an

be responsible for the observed [NeII℄ emission.

In the seond senario, we assume that the warm dust around one of the UCH ii regions is

the soure of the MIR ux deteted as objet II. To explain why the peak of the MIR soure II

is shifted from the three UCH ii regions, we onsider the following situation: The embedded

UCH ii regions lie where the line-of-sight extintion is high, and are surrounded by warm

dust emitting at MIR wavelengths. The peak of the MIR emission would oinide with the

UCH ii regions, but due to the extintion gradient the peak is apparently shifted towards the

diretion of lower extintion. Thus, the MIR-radio ontinuum o�set is the result of extintion

and geometry of the soures. We point out that estimating the spetral type of the ionizing

star following the method desribed in the ase of soure III would be inorret. Sine we

only see part of the MIR emission, the spatial ionization struture of the UCH ii region has

to be onsidered. An upper limit for the spetral type of O7 an be obtained from the ratio of

the non-deteted and deteted forbidden emission lines (see Set. 2.4.2). We now onsider if

suh a star ould maintain an ionized halo detetable in the MIR and showing [NeII℄ emission

even at the distane of 0:

00

6� 0.02 p. The CoStar models from Stasinska and Shaerer (1997)

predit that the [NeII℄ emission an extend up to 0.055 p for B0{O9 stars and up to 0.083 p

for O9{O8 stars embedded in spherially symmetri ionized regions with uniform eletron

density (see Fig. 13 of Okamoto et al. 2003, and text therein). These values do not exlude
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the possibility that the [NeII℄ emission is due to the ionization from one of the embedded

UCH ii regions. We also mention that we �nd a marginal shift in the peak loation of soure

II between the broad-band 11.9�m �lter and the [NeII℄ narrow-band �lter. The [NeII℄ peak

of soure II is 0:

00

1 north-east of the 11.9�m peak emission, i.e. loser to the UCH ii region A.

This shift, at the limit of our auray, supports our seond senario.

2.5.3 The other mid-infrared soures in the �eld

In the large �eld of view of the images from the seond TIMMI2 run we deteted seven MIR

objets. The soures II and III belong to the massive star forming region G10.47+0.03 and

have been desribed in the previous two Setions. Objet VII is the MIR soure loated at

the largest distane from the HMC in G10.47+0.03 and is found to oinide with the UCH ii

region G10.46+0.03A within our astrometri auray. To investigate the nature of the other

four MIR soures, we retrieve their near-infrared magnitudes from the 2MASS PSC and we

plot their olours in a NIR olour-olour diagram (for the use of the olour-olour diagram

we refer to Lada and Adams 1992). The olours of main sequene, giant and supergiant stars

are taken from Tokunaga (2000).

Soure I lies on the right side of the main-sequene stripe, thus indiating NIR exess. This

exess is thought to originate from hot irumstellar dust. The presene of dust around

soure I is on�rmed by our MIR images: Soure I appears slightly extended in the broad

band �lters (deonvolved FWHMs of � 1

00

at 11.7 and 11.9 �m and 0:

00

5 at 12.9�m) and has an

SED slowly inreasing towards longer wavelengths (see Table 2.2). The ontinuum-subtrated

[NeII℄ images show no emission. Although the further disussion of this objet is out of sope

of the urrent paper, we note that the lak of the [NeII℄ and free-free radio emission proves

that this star is not a massive (earlier than B0 spetral type) young stellar objet.

Soures IV and V lie within the region of reddened main-sequene stars. To determine their

spetral types and luminosity lasses we adopt the following method: I) By shifting these

soures bak on the olour-olour diagram { along the reddening vetor { we �nd the possible

spetral type/luminosity lass ombinations. II) From the di�erene between the old and new

loation in the olour-olour diagram we estimate the extintion. The distane is given by

the omparison of the apparent and the absolute magnitudes taking the derived extintion

into aount. III) As the last test, we ompare the 11.9�m ux of this hypothetial star

(at the given distane and extintion) to our measured MIR ux. With this approah we

�nd that soures IV and V are strongly reddened (A

V

> 20mag). Should they be dwarf

stars, they would neessarily lie within a distane of 80 p to �t the apparent brightness

we observed. However, omparing the A

V

> 20mag to the mean extintion value of 1.9 V-

mag/kp of the Milky Way disk (Allen 1973), we an exlude that these soures are reddened

main sequene stars. For soure IV the most probable nature is that of a G0-G3 supergiant at

a distane of about 5 kp, although the measured MIR ux at 11.9 �m is slightly lower than

that estimated from a blak body approximation (�44mJy) of the photosphere. Similarly,

soure V is onsistent with a supergiant of spetral type B6 at a distane of 2.5 kp and an

extintion of 30mag in V.

2.6 Summary of the main results on G10.47+0.03

We observed the massive star-forming region G10.47+0.03 at infrared wavelengths in order

to study in detail the relationship between the HMC and the UCH ii regions. An astrometri
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auray at the subarseond level and additional spetrosopy of the two most interesting

MIR soures allow us to draw the following main onlusions:

1. We detet extended mid-infrared emission (soure II) towards the HMC and the three

UCH ii regions. However, the mid-infrared emission does not oinide with the HMC

position nor with the position of any of the UCH ii regions. The most plausible senario

is the one in whih the MIR emission of soure II originates from dust heated by one

of the UCH ii regions embedded in the HMC. The shift in the peak emission between

the ionizing star and the MIR emission is interpreted as due to geometrial e�et and

hanges in the extintion. This senario is supported by the marginal shift of the peak

positions found at 11.9 �m and in the [NeII℄ �lter.

2. The UCH ii region C, whih is loated outside the HMC, is found to have a mid-infrared

and a near-infrared ounterpart. From our MIR spetrosopy we derive a B0 spetral

type for the star ionizing the UCH ii region C. This spetral type agrees well with

that found from radio free-free emission (CHWC98). The size of the radio free-free

emission together with the relatively low olumn density towards the soure suggest

that the UCH ii region C ould have evolved rapidly beause of a relatively low density

environment.

3. The mid-infrared soure VII is oinident with a UCH ii region in the star forming

region G10.46+0.03.

4. The mid-infrared soure I shows infrared exess thus indiating the presene of sur-

rounding warm dust. The absene of [NeII℄ and free-free radio emission proves that the

star has a spetral type not earlier than B0.

5. Combining the 2MASS uxes with our MIR observations we �nd that the mid-infrared

soures IV and V are possibly supergiant stars in the foreground of the massive star-

forming region G10.47+0.03.

2.7 Ultra-ompat H ii regions separated from hot ores

In the frame of our mid-infrared ampaign to detet the early phases of massive star forma-

tion, we also targeted the hot moleular ore W3(H

2

O) and the neighboring UCH ii region

W3(OH). W3(OH) is loated at a distane of 2.2 kp (Humphreys 1978) and is very well-

studied in the radio domain by ontinuum and moleular line investigations. The HMC

W3(H

2

O), also known as Turner-Welh objet (TW, Turner and Welh 1984), lies � 6

00

east

of W3(OH). This enigmati soure shows an outow traed by the proper motion of wa-

ter masers (Alolea et al. 1993) and is assoiated with radio ontinuum jets, presumably of

synhrotron nature (Reid et al. 1995). Wyrowski et al. (1999b) deteted another soure in

their interferometri images at 220GHz, thus suggesting that the region harbours a luster of

protostars. The thermal infrared emission from W3(OH) has been already studied by Keto

et al. (1992) using one of the �rst MIR array ameras (Arens et al. 1986). The same obser-

vations led Keto et al. to laim the detetion of W3(H

2

O) at 12.2�m with a ux density of

45� 10mJy.

In the following, we will present our MIR observations (Set. 2.8), the immediate results

(Set. 2.9) and a detailed modeling of the dust surrounding the UCH ii region and HMC

(Set. 2.10.3) in order to derive their individual luminosities.
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2.8 Observations of the W3(OH) region

The observations were performed on 27 Deember 1998 using SpetroCam{10

4

(see Set. 2.2

for more details on the amera). We applied the ommon hopping/nodding tehnique with a

hopper throw of 20

00

in north-south diretion and �lters with 8.8, 11.7 and 17.9 �m as entral

wavelenghts. The data redution follows the same steps desribed in Set. 2.2. To reover faint

extended emission otherwise hidden in the noise, the images have been wavelet �ltered with

the algorithm of Pantin and Stark (1996). The high dynami range of the individual frames

allowed the appliation of a shift-and-add proedure whih inludes resampling, yielding a

�nal pixel sale of 0:

00

125. To enlarge our �eld of view, we observed two positions at 11.7 �m,

the �rst entered on W3(OH) and the seond o�set the by 10

00

east. Lastly, frames were

mosaiked.

The star � Tau was measured at about the same airmass (1.2) as the target and was used for

the ux alibration. Its photometri zero points and photometry are from Cohen et al. (1992)

and Cohen et al. (1995). The observations were performed during photometri onditions,

with an internal photometri error of less than 2% as estimated from the ux variation of the

standard star. The 3� sensitivities (mJy/ut

00

) for the detetion of point soures in the �nal

images are 4 at 8.8�m, 6 at 11.7 �m, and 93 at 17.9 �m.

We detet two mid-infrared soures in our �nal images. Their morphology allows to identify

them with the ultra-ompat H ii region W3(OH) and the ometary UCH ii region north-east

of it. Our astrometry is based on the radio position of the UCH ii region W3(OH) whih

is assumed to oinide with the peak of the thermal infrared emission. Beause the HMC

and the UCH ii region are spatially separated by about 6

00

, the auray of suh astrometri

referene frame is suÆient to unambiguously interpret our data.

2.9 Immediate results

The prime results of our observations are ontained in Fig.2.6 whih shows the 11.7 �m on-

tinuum image together with the 8.4 GHz ontours from Wilner et al. (1999). The two infrared

soures in Fig.2.6 orrespond to W3(OH) and the ometary UCH ii region loated north-east

of it. A omparison with � Tau (Fig. 2.6 insert) shows that W3(OH) is spatially well re-

solved in our di�ration-limited 11.7 �m image (beam size 0:

00

6). The lowest ontour line of

the infrared emission represents the 3 � detetion limit. The ux density from W3(H

2

O) is

below our sensitivity limit. This result is learly in ontradition with the �nding of Keto

et al. (1992) who laimed the infrared detetion of W3(H

2

O). We briey mention that their

interpretation requires aution sine the emission they presume to originate from W3(H

2

O)

peaks only 4

00

instead of 6

00

east of W3(OH) (see their Fig.1). Furthermore, their total ux

of 45�10mJy ontradits with the fat that this emission well exeeds their lowest ontour

level of 100mJy/ut

00

. Thus, we onlude that they did not see W3(H

2

O) as well, and were

onfused by the north-eastern UCH ii region.

There is a good overall orrespondene between the thermal infrared and the 8.4GHz radio

ontinuum emission. However, there are ertain features whih are di�erent in both maps.

The north-eastern trail from W3(OH) is more on�ned in the radio ontinuum and only

marginally indiated by the infrared ontours. The peak of the radio emission from the

4

Observations at the Palomar Observatory were made as part of a ontinuing ollaborative agreement

between the California Institute of Tehnology and Cornell University.
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north-eastern UCH ii region is loser towards W3(OH) than its infrared maximum. This is

presumably aused by the extintion of a dust lane strething from W3(H

2

O) to the north-

west. Indeed, the C

17

O(1-0) map of Wyrowski et al. (1997) shows suh a feature.

A more detailed disussion of the HMC and UCH ii region W3(OH) is presented in the next

setions. For ompleteness, we report the following ux densities of 0.3, 0.6 and 6.1 Jy at 8.8,

11.7 and 17.9 �m respetively for the northeastern UCH ii omponent (within a 3

00

aperture).

2.10 Detailed disussion

In the following we will disuss more in detail the results and impliations of our observations

on the UCH ii region W3(OH) and the HMC W3(H

2

O).

2.10.1 The ultra-ompat H ii region W3(OH)

We derived the FWHM of the MIR emission from Gaussian �ts, taking the size of the

di�ration-limited beam into aount. The sizes and ux densities of W3(OH) are listed

in Table 2.4. The uxes were obtained using a syntheti aperture of 4

00

diameter. The ex-

tent of the thermal emission is larger than that of the 8.4GHz radio ontinuum whih has

a FWHM of 1:

00

52, learly indiating that the warm dust is more extended than the ionized

gas. The angular size of the MIR emission depends on the wavelenght approximately as

FWHM(�)� �

0:6�0:2

. This an be explained if the temperature delines with inreasing dis-

tane from the heating star(s). The omparison of our ux densities of W3(OH) with other

estimates allows onlusions on the inuene of di�erent beam sizes. For this purpose, we

retrieved the IRAS-LRS and the ISO-LWS spetra from the data arhives. In addition, we

identi�ed W3(OH) in the MSX point soure atalog (Egan et al. 1999) and we provide the

uxes in Table 2.4. The LRS spetrum was integrated aording to the applied passbands. It

is obvious that the 8.8 �m uxes given in Table 2.4 onsiderably exeed our value. This an

be explained by ubiquitous emission attributed to Polyyli Aromati Hydroarbons (PAHs)

surrounding the UCH ii region whih strongly ontributes to the ux in the large apertures of

IRAS and MSX. Pronouned 7.7 and 8.6�m PAH bands an be misleading in ground-based

derivations of the optial depth of the 9.7�m siliate feature (e.g., Roelfsema et al. 1996).

2.10.2 The hot moleular ore W3(H

2

O)

Our attempt to detet W3(H

2

O) in the infrared regime was stimulated by the presene of the

highly ollimated outow from the TW objet. Generally, outow lobes allow the leakage of

infrared emission with sattering being the dominant mehanism (e.g., Fisher et al. 1996). An

example is the high-mass Class 0 objet NGC6334 I(N) for whih Sandell (2000) rendered the

detetion of infrared emission impossible beause of the extremely high extintion derived from

mm/submm ontinuum maps. However, this soure is assoiated with NIR emission (Tapia

et al. 1996; Megeath and Tieftrunk 1999) obviously originating from the blue-shifted lobe of

its outow. The ux densities from W3(H

2

O) in the absene of any absorbing matter an be

estimated from the temperature map given by Wyrowski et al. (1997). The expeted peak

surfae brightness amounts to 2170 Jy/ut

00

at 11.7 �m. Together with our 3� sensitivity, this

yields a lower limit to the extintion at this wavelength of 12mag. Our failure to detet this

soure is onsistent with the high moleular hydrogen olumn densities of 1. . . 3.5�10

24

m

�2
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CENTRE:  R.A. 02h27m 4.s21  DEC  +61o52’25."7  (2000)
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Figure 2.6: 11.7 �m image of W3(OH) with ontours of the 8.4 GHz radio ontinuum emission

(blak lines) from Wilner et al. (1999). The grey ontours delineate the 11.7�m emission and

are spaed by a fator of 2.5 starting at 3 � (10mJy/ut

00

). W3(H

2

O) is the elongated radio

soure at (+3:

00

9,�0:

00

6). The lower-left insert shows the 11.7 �m image of the referene star

� Tau using a logarithmi brightness sale.
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Table 2.4: SpetroCam{10, IRAS-LRS, and MSX-SPIRIT III ux densities of W3(OH)

Wavelength Peak ux Total ux FWHM

[�m℄ [Jy℄/ut

00

[Jy℄ [

00

℄

8.8 2.6 6.5 1.96

11.7 7.7 22.4 2.08

17.9 19.5 93.0 2.88

IRAS-LRS Total ux MSX Total ux

[�m℄ [Jy℄ [�m℄ [Jy℄

8.8 24.9 8.28 11.1

11.7 24.1 12.13 36.7

17.9 89.1 14.65 77.1

21.41 332.6

inferred from moleular line and ontinuum investigations (Turner and Welh 1984; Wyrowski

et al. 1997). This suggests that the moleular outow of W3(H

2

O) is very young, i.e. has not

fully penetrate the HMC yet, and, in addition, might be in the plane of the sky. In fat, Fig. 1

from Wyrowski et al. (1999b) shows that the jet is on�ned to the region of the HMC. The

moderate expansion veloity of the H

2

O masers of 20 km s

�1

(Alolea et al. 1993) suggests a

dynamial timesale of only 500 yr whih is onsistent with the reent upper limit on proper

motions of the radio jet of 150 km s

�1

(Wilner et al. 1999). These veloities are low ompared

to those of thermal radio jets (Anglada 1996) and indiate that the outow is presumably

slowed-down by the high-density environment.

2.10.3 Modeling the dust emission

One of the questions onerning W3(OH) and W3(H

2

O) is related to their individual lumi-

nosities whih diretly translates to the nature of the internal heating soures. Although it is

reasonable to assume that the internal heating is due to stars of intermediate or high mass,

no diret on�rmation of their presene exists. The luminosity might also, at least partly,

result from aretion. The high olumn densities towards W3(H

2

O) make it diÆult to �gure

out whether this aretion is due to infall from a irumstellar disk or stellar mergers like in

the senario proposed by Bonnell et al. (1998).

The derivation of the individual luminosities has to be based on the deomposition of the

spetral energy distribution. While our measurements provide onstraints for the ground-

based thermal infrared windows, the lak of spatial resolution in the far-infrared (FIR) did

not permit us to separate both omponents. An upper limit of �1800 Jy on the 50�m

ux of W3(H

2

O) has been established by Campbell et al. (1989) from KAO sans. In the

mm/submm range, aperture synthesis measurements show that the 1.3mm emission from

W3(H

2

O) is due to dust radiation while free-free emission dominates the ux of W3(OH)

at this wavelength (Wyrowski et al. 1999b). The ISO-LWS spetrum shows that the SED

between 42 and 140�m an well be �tted by a modi�ed blak-body (35K and �(�) � �

2

).

The assoiation of W3(H

2

O) with old dust suggests that the FIR exess for � > 140�m is

presumably due to the HMC.
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Table 2.5: Model parameters

Soure L

�

R

in

R

out

M

d

(10

4

L

�

) (AU) (AU) (M

�

)

W3(OH) 8

1

2270

2;3

57000

4

5.0

W3(H

2

O) 2.4

5;6

190 24000

5

3.0

7

Referenes:

1

Wink et al. (1994),

2

Chini et al. (1986),

3

Campbell et al. (1989),

4

Zeng et al.

(1984),

5

Osorio et al. (1999),

6

Thompson (1984),

7

Wyrowski et al. (1997).

We model the W3(OH) and W3(H

2

O) soures to determine how muh the HMC ontributes

to the FIR exess seen in the ISO-LWS spetrum. In addition we intend to alulate whih

sensitivities are required to detet the HMC in the MIR regime. The input SED is based

on uxes oming from this work, from the MSX point soure atalogue at 21.41 �m (see

Table 2.4), from the IRAS-LSR and ISO-LWS spetra and from Wyrowski et al. (1997) as

well as Wilner et al. (1995) for the mm wavelenghts. To solve the radiative transfer problem

we used the 1D-ode of Manske and Henning (1998) and assumed spherially symmetri shells

for W3(OH) and W3(H

2

O) like in previous works. The dust omposition inludes graphite,

siliate and iron (optial onstants from Dorshner et al. 1995 and Draine and Lee 1984) and

a Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsiek-type size distribution (Mathis et al. 1977) is assumed. The

model parameters and related referenes are given in Table 2.5: here L

�

is the luminosity of

the embedded star, R

in

and R

out

the inner and the outer radius of the shell, M

d

the dust

mass. We note that the inner radius of the dust shell of W3(OH) oinides with the outer

radius of the UCH ii region. For the HMC the inner radius is set by the dust sublimation

temperature (� 1000 K). To model the spetral energy distribution of W3(H

2

O) we follow

Osorio et al. (1999) in adding an aretion luminosity of 4:2�10

4

L

�

to the stellar luminosity

and a free-fall density shell. For W3(OH) the density pro�le that better �ts our observations is

Gaussian and yields an almost onstant density distribution up to � 20000 AU. The resulting

opaities at the mm wavelenghts varies as �

1:3

.

Figure 2.7 shows the individual SEDs as well as their superimposition. Our model produes

the following FWHMs at the observed wavelenghts: 1:

00

6 at 8.8�m, 2:

00

0 at 11.7�m and 3:

00

1 at

17.9�m. These values are quite in agreement with those given in Table 2.4 whih supports

the view that the parameters of the radiative transfer model are representative for the a-

tual onditions. From the spetral energy distribution of W3(H

2

O) we onlude that deep

observations in the Q band might be able to detet the MIR emission from the HMC.

2.11 Summary of the main results on W3(OH) and W3(H

2

O)

We targeted the UCH ii region W3(OH) and its hot ore W3(H

2

O) aiming to detet and

haraterize these early phases of massive star formation in the MIR regime. The 6

00

separation

between the two targets o�ers the possibility to learly separate the UCH ii and HMC emission

already with 5-m lass ground-based telesopes. The main onlusions of this work are as

follows:

1. Our di�ration-limited imaging resolve the thermal emission from W3(OH) and learly
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Figure 2.7: SED of the individual soures (W3(OH) { dotted line, W3(H

2

O) { dashed line)

and of their sum (solid line). Asterisks with errorbars indiate the measured ux densities.

Diamonds represent the model uxes for the observational beam sizes. Arrows mark the

detetion limits for W3(H

2

O).

indiates a wavelength dependene of its apparent size.

2. The omparison of our 8.8 �m ux to those measured with IRAS and MSX leads to the

onlusions that PAHs surround W3(OH).

3. The thermal infrared ounterpart to the hot ore W3(H

2

O) is not deteted at any wave-

length of our observations. This revises the �nding of Keto et al. (1992) whih most prob-

ably resulted from onfusing W3(H

2

O) with the UCH ii region northeast of W3(OH).

We derive a lower limit for the extintion at 11.7 �m towards W3(H

2

O) of 12mag.

4. In aordane with our thermal infrared imaging and (sub)mm studies, the ISO-LWS

spetrum of W3(OH) an be deomposed in two omponents with W3(OH) being the

hotter, more evolved, objet while W3(H

2

O) dominating at far-infrared wavelengths.

The observations and main results on the massive star-forming region G10.47+0.03 are sum-

marized in a paper submitted to the Astronomy & Astrophysis Journal. Results on the

mid-infrared ampaign towards the W3(OH) region appeared in Steklum et al. (2002).



Chapter 3

Massive Stars and the Potential of

Interferometry

The question whether massive stars form as essentially a saled-up version of low-mass stars

via disk aretion (MKee and Tan 2002; Yorke and Sonnhalter 2002) or from merging of

intermediate-mass stars (Bonnell et al. 1998) is still strongly disputed. Observationally prove

one of the two senarios requires good sensitivity and above all high angular resolution.

Beause mid-infrared (MIR) wavelengths are about a hundred times less a�eted by extintion

than optial wavelengths, the MIR regime gives the possibility to penetrate the thik dusty

ooons where massive stars are born. However, onventional MIR imaging rarely reahes

the sub-arseond resolution and is unable to resolve the immediate environment of many

massive young stellar objets.

The new mid-infrared interferometer MIDI ahieves unpreedented spatial resolutions of

10milliarseond (mas) at 10�m in ombination with resolving power (�/��) up to 270

and fairly good sensitivity of tens of Jy. As part of the MIDI Guaranteed Time programme

"The Formation of High-Mass Stars", we seleted 35 massive young stellar objets aiming to

investigate their multipliity and the distribution of the surrounding dust.

In this Chapter, we present the �rst MIDI results on the young massive star M8E IR. The

basis of interferometry and the main harateristis of the MIDI instrument are introdued

in the �rst two setions (Sets. 3.1 and 3.2). We present our target and the motivation to

observe at suh high angular resolution in Set. 3.3. The observations and the data redution

are desribed in Set. 3.4. Finally, we disuss our results (Set. 3.5) and we briey summarize

the future work on mid-infrared interferometri observations of massive young stellar objets

(Set. 3.6).

3.1 Brief introdution to interferometry

Interferometry is the tehnique of synthesizing large apertures by ombining light beams from

two or more small telesopes. In this way, the ahievable angular resolution is not anymore

limited by the diameter of a single telesope but only by the maximum distane between the

telesopes.

The basis of interferometry lies in the desription of the orrelations between eletri �elds

in the Fourier spae (see e.g. Monnier 2003 for more details). The main ideas an be sum-

marized as follows:

27
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Young’s slit

Incoming

wavefronts

Intensity

Focal plane

Imax

Imin
a1

a2

∆φ=2π

Figure 3.1: Sheme of the Young's slit experiment. Light from the left passes a sreen with

two small apertures, a1 and a2. On the foal plane the detetor registers the harateristi

fringe pattern, maxima alternate to minima with a shift of ��.

I) Eah astronomial soure an be desribed as the superimposition of o-sinusoids (Fourier

omponents of the soure brightness) eah of whih orresponds to a partiular spatial fre-

queny or angular sale in the sky. II) The spatial oherene funtion desribes the orrelation

of the eletri �elds from a distant astronomial soure and is the quantity measured by inter-

ferometers. III) The van Cittert-Zernike theorem states that the normalized Fourier transform

of the sky brightness distribution is equal to the normalized value of the spatial oherene

funtion. Thus, interferometers measure the di�erent omponents of the Fourier transform

of the soure brightness. When the Fourier spae is well sampled, the Fourier transform of

the oherene funtion is an adequate representation of the soure brigthness. As example,

the simplest interferometer made of two telesopes separated by a distane B, usually alled

baseline, and observing at a wavelength � measures the value of the Fourier transform of the

soure brightness distribution at a spatial frequeny u =

B

�

.

A simple way to illustrate how interferometry works in pratise is to onsider the Young's

slit experiment (see Fig. 3.1). The inoming wavefronts are interepted by a sreen with two

small apertures and after are foused to a distant sreen. We all the eletri �elds at the

small apertures E

1

and E

2

. Then, the intensity at the foal plane will be the modulus square

of the total eletri �eld (E

1

+E

2

). The time averaged intensity an be written as:

< (E

1

+E

2

)� (E

1

+E

2

)

�

>=< (E

1

)

2

> + < (E

2

)

2

> + < 2E

1

E

2

os(�) > (3.1)

where � is the phase di�erene between E

1

and E

2

. Equation 3.1 shows that the intensity

onsists of two parts: a onstant term given by the sum of the intensities from eah small

aperture and an osillating tem whih is related to the spatial oherene funtion. This last

term gives rise to the harateristi fringe patters, maxima of intensity alternated by minima.

The modulation of the fringe pattern is expressed as:

V =

[I

max

� I

min

℄

[I

max

+ I

min

℄

(3.2)

where I

max

abd I

min

are the maximum and minimum intensities. The phase of the fringe

pattern is the loation of the white-light fringe relative to some referene point. These two
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Figure 3.2: Shemes of the two beam ombinations. Shown are the external and internal path

di�erenes (z

ext

, z

int

) and the baseline B. Left: Image-plane ombination. Both beams are

foused to the detetor. Right: Pupil-plane ombination. The beam splitter splits the beam

and the two parallel beams are ombined to individual pixels.

quantities (V and phase of the fringe pattern) enode the amplitude and phase of the spatial

oherene funtion, also known as visibility funtion.

Now that we have seen how interferometry works, we briey introdue the two main beam

ombination shemes for homodyne (diret) interferometry: the image- and the pupil-plane

ombination. In the �rst sheme, the beam is foused to make an image of the sky, the

images are superimposed so that interferene fringes form aross the ombined image. The

interferometers who use this method of ombining beams are also known as Fizeau interfer-

ometers. In the pupil-plane ombination, one of the beam passes through a beam splitter

and only after the parallel beams are superimposed on single detetor pixels. This kind of

interferometer is also known as Mihelson interferometer. The two ways of beam ombination

are shematially shown in Fig. 3.2 (see e.g. Traub 2000 for a more detailed desription).

3.2 MIDI: The mid-infrared interferometer for the VLTI

In this setion, we briey desribe the mid-infrared instrument MIDI designed for the ESO

Very Large Telesope Interferometer (VLTI). MIDI makes diret interferometry by ombining

the light from two telesopes, the Unit (UTs) or the Auxiliary (ATs) VLT telesopes, at a time.

The beam ombination ours like in the lassial Mihelson interferometer (see Fig. 3.2 right

panel). The longest available baseline of 200m (with the ATs) allows to reah a resolution

1

as high as 10mas at 10�m. In addition, the large aperture of the UTs oupled with the MIDI

design permit to ahieve a point soure sensitivity of 1 Jy in self fringe traking mode and of

10mJy with external fringe traking. Currently MIDI operates in the N band between 8 and

1

The resolution is de�ned as the �rst zero of the visibility in the uniform disk assumption
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13�m, in the future the wavelength overage will be extended to the Q band (17{26 �m).

The spetral resolution an be hosen by inserting di�erent �lters or a prism (resolution

�=�� �30) or a grism (up to �=�� �270) in the parallel beam after beam ombination.

The optial layout of MIDI is shematially shown in Fig. 3.3. Sine the thermal radiation

from the environment is ritial at 10�m, most of the optis have to be kept at ryogeni

temperatures: all the optial omponents of the old benh are ooled down to 40K, the

detetor is kept at a temperature of 5K. Mehanial and reetive optis parts are made

of the same material to preserve the alignment of the optial paths during the ooldown.

From the left of Fig. 3.3, the beams from two UTs/ATs enter the MIDI ryostat (old box)

through the entrane window (Dewar window). A old pupil stop suppresses the thermal

emission from outside the beams and a �rst fous is formed just after to introdue di�erent

masks or spatial �lters. Next, the beams ombine on the surfae of the beam splitter with

50% transmission-reetion oeÆients. The beams (four if the photometri beam splitter is

in the beam, two otherwise) pass a �lter wheel and dispersive elements and are foused on

the detetor. The detetor has 320�240 pixels (320 pixels in the diretion of the dispersion)

and is read-out row by row with the possibility of windowing by seleting out only some of

the rows. In the following setions, we will use the nomenlature I1 and I2 for two of suh

windows on the detetor.

The fringe modulation is done by sanning the fringe paket with the piezo-mounted mirrors

within MIDI. Two sanning modes are available: I) The Fourier mode, in whih more fringes

are sanned and the squared fringe ontrast is obtained by integrating the san power spetral

density II) The ABCD mode, in whih the entral fringe is measured at regular intervals �=4

and the squared fringe ontrast is the sum of the squared amplitudes of the two quadratures.

This last mode an be used only in ombination with the external fringe traker FINITO

whih stabilizes the fringes. At the moment only the Fourier mode is available.

More details on the MIDI instrument an be found in Leinert et al. (2003a,b), and at the

following web page: http://www.mpia.de/MIDI/index.html.

3.3 The �rst massive star observed with MIDI

M8E IR (GL 2059) is a bright and ompat MIR soure probably part of the Lagoon Nebula,

M8 (Wright et al. 1977). This loates the objet at a distane of 1.8�0.2 kp (e.g. van Altena

and Jones 1972, Humphreys 1978, Plume et al. 1992), in the Sagittarius-Carina arm of our

galaxy. The broad-band energy distribution and infrared reombination line spetrum of M8E

IR are similar to the Beklin-Neugebauer objet in Orion. Simon et al. (1984) estimate that

M8E IR harbors a young star whih is approximately of B0 spetral type, if on the zero-age

main sequene.

Interesting insights on the nature of M8E IR have been reahed during the lunar oultations

of 1983 (Simon et al. 1985). These observations at 3.8 and 10�m revealed two distint

omponents: the small one is learly asymmetri (about 6mas FWHM) and dominates the

3.8�m ux while the large omponent is about 100mas and has a more spherial shape. The

two omponents ontribute almost in the same amount to the 10�m ux. Results from three

di�erent position angles led to the onlusion that the 6mas asymmetri emission originates

from a irumstellar disk seen nearly edge-on. More unertain is the nature of the large

omponent, whih might be emission from the outer optially thin part of the disk or from

the warm inner regions of the moleular loud surrounding M8E IR. To aount for the
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Figure 3.3: Optial onept of MIDI.
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Figure 3.4: The 3

0

� 3

0

�eld entered on our target M8E IR. Left: Optial image from

the Digitized Sky Survey. Right: True olor omposite obtained from the J(blue), H(green)

and K(red) 2 MASS Quik Look Atlas Images. Stars brighter than 16mag in the visual

are indiated: their loation and magnitudes are extrated from the Guide Star Catalogue,

Versions 1 and 2. The immediate surrounding of M8E IR populate with bright soures in the

near-infrared regime.

observed infrared ux, Simon et al. (1985) estimate a disk major axis of about 72mas.

Later K-band pupil mask interferometry by L�owe et al. (1997) resolved M8E IR in the north-

south diretion with an extended omponent to the south. These new results are onsistent

with the �ndings of Simon et al. (1985). However, L�owe et al. (1997) suggest a di�erent

senario taking also into aount the CO radio line measurements of Mithell et al. (1992).

Sine the CO line traes an outow whose position angle oinides with the elongation found

in the infrared regime, L�owe et al. (1997) propose that the strutures laimed to be a disk by

Simon et al. (1985) ould instead be sattered light in the innermost regions of the outow

lobes.

New high resolution infrared observations are neessary to better understand the onnetion

between the outow and the predited disk. Sales of 10{100mas are only aessible in the

MIR regime with the new ESO interferometer MIDI. Our main goal here is to determine the

extension and struture of the MIR emission.

3.4 Observations and data redution

The observations were arried out on the 13th of June 2003 during the �rst nights of MIDI

Guaranteed Time Observations. The two involved VLTI Unit Telesopes (UTs) were the

UT1 and UT3 whih provide a baseline of 102m. The typial MIDI observing sequene

inludes: I) Coarse target aquisition by the telesope. II) Mid-infrared images with MIDI.

III) Maximization of the images overlap. IV) Interferometri measurements. V) Photometry.

The target aquisition starts by moving the telesope to the target oordinates at present
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time then traking and Coud�e{guiding. The standard proedure uses the STRAP units (in

the Coud�e tunnel) on soure to aurately position the target in the MIDI �eld of view. This

an be only done if the target has a magnitude lower than 16 in the optial. During the

observation, the STRAP units also orret for the �rst order of atmospheri turbulene (tip-

tilt orretion). However, the STRAP units ould not be used for M8E IR beause it is muh

fainter than 16mag in the visual. In Fig. 3.4 we show the 3

0

� 3

0

�eld entered on M8E IR in

the V band (Digital Sky survey) and a true olor near-infrared image (2 MASS Quik Look

Atlas). The losest stars brighter than 16mag in V are loated at about 40

00

from M8E IR

and are only �14mag in V (stars from the Guide Star Catalogue 2, Version 2.2.01). Other

two stars brighter than 12mag in V are more than 1

0

from M8E IR (stars from the Guide

Star Catalogue at ESO, http://arhive.eso.org/gs/gs). The target aquisition of M8E IR was

quite diÆult and was based on the target oordinates and on the loation of bright stars in

the large �eld used for the telesope guiding. No tip-tilt orretion was applied during the

observation.

After the target aquisition, MIR images have been taken in the short wave N band �lter

(8.7 �m entral wavelength and 1.4 �m width) with a hopping through of 10

00

. These images

from both photometri hannels (A from UT1 and B from UT3) are used to shift the target to

the entral pixel of the MIDI amera and thus maximize the beam ombination. To aquire

interferometri measurements the beam ombiner and the low resolution prism (�=�� about

30) are introdued into the optial train. After having found the loation of the zero optial

path di�erene (OPD) by moving the VLTI delay lines, visibility measurements are started

in the self-fringe traking mode. We aquired 12000 frames (400 sans

2

) with an integration

time per frame of 4ms by default in order to avoid bakground saturation. The baseline B

projeted on the sky had an extension of 76m and a position angle (P.A.) of 43.5

Æ

. A sketh

of the baseline projetion with respet to the moleular outow by Mithell et al. (1992) is

given in Fig. 3.5 superimposed on the 8.7 �m aquisition image (sky subtrated) of M8E IR.

The �gure shows that we were observing almost in the diretion perpendiular to the outow,

i.e. parallel to the major axis of the predited disk.

During the fringe searhing and traking the hopping is not used. Before losing the observing

sequene additional photometri data are aquired by bloking the light �rst from one of the

telesope and then from the other telesope and not removing the beam splitter. In this way,

the inoming light from eah hannel is registered on I1 as well as on I2 and the e�et of the

beam splitter on the light propagation an be taken into aount during the data redution.

Here, the hopping proedure is used again to subtrat sky and bakground.

The star HD 168454 was observed just before and after our target to provide the instrumental

visibility urve and properly alibrate the visibility from M8E IR. HD 168454 is a good ali-

brator beause it is bright (62 Jy at 12�m, IRAS ux) and unresolved (5.78 mas in diameter)

in the MIR regime. For HD 168454 observations were tip-tilt orreted. The e�et of the

tip-tilt orretion on the visibility measurements will be treated in Set. 3.4.1.

The data redution of the interferometri data is performed using a ustom IDL software

written by R. K�ohler and O. Chesneau. In the following, we desribe its main steps:

1. Files seletion. Three �les have to be seleted to redue eah visibility point measure-

ment: the �le reording the fringes and the two spetra taken after the fringe traking.

2. Creating the mask to extrat the fringes. At this point only the spetra are used. First,

2

a san orresponds to the movement of the piezo through the OPD
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Figure 3.5: Aquisition image of M8E IR at 8.7�m obtained with a simple o-addition of all

the sky subtrated on-soure frames. The extension of the soure in east-west diretion is an

artifat due to atmospheri turbolene as disussed in Sets. 3.4 and 3.5.1. The purpose of

this image is merely to show the orientation of the projeted baseline B (red dashed line) in

respet to the CO outow by Mithell et al. (1992) in green. The angle between the projeted

baseline and the outow diretion is 101.5

Æ

.
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Figure 3.6: Use of the masks to extrat the visibilities. The upper panels show the mean

of the interferometri data on the two windows I1 and I2. The lower panels are the data

from the upper panels multiplied by the masks reated from the spetrometri data. The

wavelength inreases from right to left as indiated by the blak arrow. Some bad pixels are

present around 5�m.

the program averages the frames on the target and the frames on the sky, then the

average sky frame is subtrated from the average target frame. The next step is to �t

a Gaussian pro�le to eah olumn pixel (y-axis). The loation of the Gaussian peak

position in funtion of the wavelength (x-axis) is �tted by a quadrati polynomial. The

width of the Gaussian is �tted by a linear funtion. In this way a mask is reated for

both windows I1 and I2 and for both photometri datasets A and B. The �nal masks

for I1 and I2 ontain in eah olumn the average position and width of the spetra from

the photometri hannels A and B.

3. Extrating the orrelated ux. Eah frame of the fringe data is multiplied by the or-

responding mask alulated in the previous step (see also Fig. 3.6) and integrated in

the diretion perpendiular to the spetral dispersion (y-axis). Then the fringe data

reorded on I1 are subtrated from those reorded on I2. This operation allows to

extrat a quantity proportional to the orrelated ux.

4. FFT and Power spetrum. The spetra from eah san (1 san is 30 frames in our ase)

are Fourier transformed from OPD to frequeny spae and the orresponding power

spetrum is omputed for eah frequeny. To improve the signal to noise the spetra

are binned by four wavelength pixels.

5. San seletion. To selet the sans with fringes, the histogram of all amplitudes found

after integration over all wavelengths is heked. The threshold of integration an be

also hosen interatively.

6. Visibility omputation. The integration mentioned in the previous step provides the

orrelated ux. The visibility is obtained by dividing the orrelated ux with the pho-

tometri ux (normalized visibility).

We also arefully analyze the 8.7�m aquisition image obtained just before the interferometri

measurements to hek whether the irumstellar material around M8E IR is resolved by the

unit telesopes. A self{developed IDL routine proesses the single-dish data as follows:

1. The individual frames are extrated and subdivided into on target (T), on sky (S) and

unde�ned (U). The U frames are obtained while the telesope is moving from S to T

and vie versa and are therefore exluded from further proessing.
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2. The S frames are averaged to obtain a mean sky frame. The mean sky frame is sub-

trated from the individual T frames.

3. The sky{subtrated T frames are further seleted based on the target FWHM. First,

we ompute the minimum FWHM (minFW) and the standard deviation (�) of the

FWHM distribution and then we selet only those frames with target FWHM smaller

than (minFW+2��). With this seletion riteria from 40% up to 70% of the T frames

an be rejeted.

4. Finally, the seleted sky{subtrated T frames are ross-orrelated and averaged.

This proedure is applied to the M8E IR data set as well as to the frames from the alibrator

observed before and after M8E IR. We note that the individual frames have an exposure time

of only 4ms, 50 times shorter than the typial time of atmospheri stability at Paranal in

the MIR regime. The frames o-addition only after ross-orrelation removes blurring in the

�nal image that are aused by the objet's motion in the �eld of view due to atmospheri

turbolene. The resulting 8.7 �m aquisition images of M8E IR and its alibrator are presented

and disussed in Set. 3.5.1.

3.4.1 E�et of tip-tilt orretion on visibility measurements

The STRAP units orret for the �rst order of atmospheri turbolene and stabilize the

loation and FWHM of the observed soures. This is important for visibility measurements

beause a displaement in the loation and/or a larger FWHM of the soure an result in a

poor overlapping of the beams from the two telesopes. Thus, in general we would expet that

unalibrated visibilities from a soure observed without tip-tilt orretion are smaller than

those of the same soure observed with ative STRAP units. In our ase, this onsideration

might imply that the alibrated visibilities of M8E IR will be underestimated.

To hek in a more quantitative way the e�et of tip-tilt orretion, we analyze the dispersed

frames obtained after the visibility measurements. In partiular we measure the shifts in

position with wavelength and hanges in the FWHM both for M8E IR and the alibrator HD

168454 observed before (Cal1) and after (Cal2) our target. The results are summarized in

Fig. 3.7. The beam overlapping from Cal2 is very good (dashed lines in the lower panels of

Fig. 3.7). However, the FWHM of the soure from the beam B is noisy at short wavelengths.

The opposite happens for Cal1: The mean peak position of the two beams is separated by

about 2 pixels (not good beam overlapping) but the FWHM of the soure from the two beams

is onsistent and dereases, as expeted, towards short wavelengths. This already suggests

that the use of the STRAP units not always an guarantee good beam overlapping and stable

FWHMs. Similar analysis has been independently performed on di�erent alibrators observed

during the year with similar results. We note here that the FWHM of the Point Spread

Funtion is about 4 pixels in the range 8{13 �m with a sigma of 2 pixels. Thus, even for a

separation in peak positions of 2 pixels the two beams partially overlap and visibility data

an be extrated (see also the disussion of the Cal1 visibility urve in the next setion). For

our target (solid lines in Fig. 3.7), we �nd that the beam overlapping is worse than for Cal2

but better than for Cal1. The FWHM of M8E IR is always larger than the FWHM of the

alibrators, thus suggesting that our soure might be already resolved by the unit telesopes.

This possibility will be further disussed in Set. 3.5.
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Figure 3.7: Analysis of the beam overlapping and FWHM for our target and the alibrator

HD 168454. The two left panels are relative to the Window 1 (I1) of the amera, the right

ones to the Window 2 (I2). Solid lines provide results for M8E IR, dotted lines for HD

168454 observed before M8E IR (Cal1) and dashed lines for HD 168454 observed after M8E

IR (Cal2). The FWHM is measured in milliarseond, the peak position is derived from a

1D Gaussian �t at the sampled wavelengths. In eah window we ompare the inoming light

from the two unit telesopes (Beam A for the UT1 and Beam B for the UT3).
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Figure 3.8: PSF-subtrated image of M8E IR. Only ounts larger than 10 times the mean

bakground are plotted. M8E IR is learly resolved by the unit telesopes.

3.5 Results and disussion

In the following setions we disuss our single-dish and interferometri data and draw on-

lusions on the extension of the dust surrounding M8E IR.

3.5.1 Single-dish data

We redue the aquisition images of M8E IR and its alibrator following the proedure de-

sribed in Set. 3.4. The seletion riteria we adopt exlude from further proessing those

frames that have been aquired while the telesope was still moving. Beause of atmospheri

instability and imperfet hopping, the position of the target is slightly di�erent from frame

to frame. A simple o-addition of all the aquired frames results in blurring and �titious

elongation in the �nal image, see Fig. 3.5 of M8E IR. Our approah of ross-orrelating the

seleted frames before o-addition removes any of these artifats.

To determine whether M8E IR is resolved by the single UTs, we ompare its aquisition

images with those from the alibrator HD 168454, whose diameter in the MIR is estimated

to be only 5.78mas. However, due to a worsening in the atmospheri onditions the �rst one

third of the frames are of better quality than the others. The "better quality" frames inlude

all the Cal1 8.7�m frames and the �rst 5000 frames of M8E IR. The PSF of Cal2 appears

slightly elongated in east-west diretion and the �rst Airy ring is not learly visible in all the

frames. In addition, we note that the images from Window 2 (UT1) are in general of better

quality (less vignetting, lower bakground, rounder PSFs) than those from Window 1 (UT3).

This di�erene is mainly due to the extra-path in the VLTI interferometri tunnel that light,

olleted from the UT3, rosses before reahing the detetor.

Taking into aount the disussed di�erenes in image quality, we ompare the �rst 5000

frames of M8E IR only with the aquisition images of Cal1, the other 10000 frames of M8E
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Figure 3.9: Instrumental visibility urve. Normalized visibility measurements of the alibrator

HD 168454 observed before (dotted line) and after (dashed line) M8E IR.

IR only with the images from Cal2 and we keep separate results fromWindow 1 andWindow 2.

A �rm result from the di�erent omparisons is that M8E IR is resolved by the unit telesopes.

This on�rms the existene of a warm envelope with sizes of 100{200mas, these sizes translate

into 180{360 AU at the distane of 1.8 kp. We also �nd that the envelope is slightly more

elongated in the east-west diretion. To illustrate these results we show in Fig. 3.8 the PSF

subtrated image of M8E IR obtained from the most reliable data set, i.e. light olleted from

the UT1, the alibrator Cal1 and only the �rst 5000 frames of M8E IR. Before subration,

the Cal1 and M8E IR images have been saled using the ratio of the uxes olleted within

a radius of 3 times the FWHM of Cal1.

3.5.2 Interferometri data

We adopt the data redution desribed in Set. 3.4 to independently extrat normalized vis-

ibility urves for M8E IR and its alibrator in the wavelenght range between 8 and 13�m.

Before presenting our results, we further hek the quality of our data, we orret for in-

trumental e�ets in the visibility urve and prove the robustness of the alibrated visibility

urve.

The data quality is heked with the following two step proedure: i) We ompare the in-

strumental visibility of all the alibrators observed during the same night ii) We hek the

stability of our alibrator and target by measuring the satter in the fourier fringe amplitude.

From analysis i), we derive that the standard deviations between the instrumental visibility

urves of the alibrators (8 alibrators, 4 of whih di�erent) of the same night is only 7%, that

lassify the night as "good" for MIDI observations. In addition, we �nd that the standard

deviation of the fourier fringe amplitude of M8E IR is omparable with that of its alibrator.

We an therefore onlude that the quality of the visibility data is good.

In Fig. 3.9 we plot the instrumental visibilities from Cal1 and Cal2. The two urves show

the same behaviour as a funtion of wavelength: The inreasing visibility values towards long

wavelenghts are expeted for an unresolved soure. The exat value of eah visibility point is

slightly larger for Cal1 than for Cal2.

We orret for instrumental e�ets by dividing the normalized visibility urve of M8E IR

with that of its alibrator. The result is shown in Fig. 3.10 left panel: The two visibility
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Figure 3.10: Visibility measurement of M8E IR. Left panel: Visibility urves from M8E IR

alibrated with the star HD168454 observed before (dotted line) and after (dashed line) our

target. To illustrate the di�erene between the shape of the visibility urve from M8E IR and

that from a typial Herbig Ae star, we superimpose the alibrated visibility urve (saled by

a fator of 1.5) of HD163296 (solid line). Right panel: Tests to hek the robustness of the

visibility urve of M8E IR. The urves are alibrated using Cal1. Dotted line is the same as

in the left panel. Dashed line is the visibility urve obtained by adding a noise alulated

from sans at an OPD distane larger than 300 �m (30�10 �m). The solid line provides the

visibility urve for a di�erent binning in wavelenghts: Step in spaing between olumns equal

to 4 and number of olumns added in one bin equal to 8 (the standard is 4).

urves of M8E IR are alibrated with HD 168454 observed just before (dotted line) and after

(dashed line) our target. We disussed in Set. 3.4.1 the quality of the data in term of beam

overlapping and variation of the FWHM. We also noted that the use of the STRAP units

does not neessarily guarantee a good beam overlapping (the ase of Cal1) or a stable FWHM

(the ase of Cal2). The stability of the two alibrators, also ompared with other alibrators

in the same night, give us on�dene on the shape and absolute values of the plotted visibility

urve for M8E IR. We estimate an error of 10% on eah visibility point that is the maximum

deviation between the two urves alibrated with Cal1 and Cal2. This value is lose to the

auray of MIDI visibility measurements estimated on di�erent soures (Leinert et al. 2004).

The robustness of the alibrated visibility urve of M8E IR is further ontrolled by applying

the following tests: i) We set a threshold for good and bad sans. ii) We vary the binning in

wavelenghts. Test i) means that we add a noise to the visibility measurements. We de�ne a

minimum distane in OPD from the median OPD (threshold) and we alulate the noise as

the mean of all sans that have an OPD larger than the threshold. Setting a threshold larger

than 400�m (40�10 �m), does not produe signi�ant di�erenes with the urve omputed

without noise (di�erene smaller than 7% for all the sampled wavelenghts but the 9.6�m

where the di�erene amounts to 14%). For a threshold at 300 �m di�erenes beome larger

but the main harateristis in the shape of the visibility urve are not a�eted (see Fig. 3.10

right panel). With test ii) we vary the binning in wavelenghts and their grouping. The

standard proedure groups 4 wavelenghts (about the PSF) to provide a visibility point. We

add together up to 8 olumns spaed by 4 wavelenghts: At shorth wavelenghts the alibrated

visibility urve is lower but its shape is not strongly a�eted (see Fig. 3.10 right panel).
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All these tests prove that the shape of the alibrated visibility urve and the low visibility

values measured for M8E IR are a robust result. Thus, we an �rmly onlude that M8E IR

is well resolved in the mid-infrared regime by MIDI. Considering the baseline orientation in

respet to the moleular outow by Mithell et al. (1992),it is very likely that we are resolving

the reproessed infrared emission from the irumstellar material, possibly a disk.

The visibility urve slightly dereases towards long wavelengths, reahes the minimum of 0.08

between 10 and 11.5�m and then inreases again. This behaviour is di�erent from that shown

by Herbig Ae stars (Leinert et al. 2004) : Where the visibility urve of M8E IR has a well

that of Herbig Ae stars has a bump. To illustrate this di�erene we overplot in Fig. 3.10 left

panel the alibrated visibility urve from the Herbig Ae star HD163296. The di�erene in

the shape of the visibility urve has to be sought in the origin of the MIR emission. In the

ase of intermediate mass stars, most of the MIR emission is emitted in the optially thin

upper layer of their ared disks and their MIR spetra are usually haraterized by prominent

siliate emission features around 10 and 20�m. The same siliate features are often observed

in absorption towards massive stars and very little is known about the distribution of their

irumstellar dust. Optial depth e�ets, geometry and extension of the irumstellar material

might be all inuening the shape of the visibility urve. Understanding what plays a major

role requires at least an additional observation with a perpendiular baseline orientation to

onstrain the dust geometry and detailed radiative transfer modeling of the irumstellar

material.

Our aim here is to analyze the extension of the MIR emission and ompare it with results

from previous high-resolution observations. For the sake of simpliity, we approximate the

soure brightness with a Gaussian distribution. The expression for a normalized Gaussian

with mean 0 is

f(x) =

1

�

p

2�

e

�x

2

=2 �

2
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where �

2

is the variane of the distribution. When we introdue the FWHM in equation 3.3

and we make its Fourier Transform, we obtain

V (u) = exp(�3:56 u

2

FWHM

2

) (3.4)

where u is the spatial frequeny de�ned as �=B, B being the modulus of the baseline projeted

on the sky (76m in our ase). From equation 3.4 and the measured visibilities, we alulate the

extension of the orrelated MIR emission in the observed wavelength range (see Fig. 3.11).

The two urves, obtained from the visibility alibrated with Cal 1 (dotted line) and Cal2

(dashed line), deviate less than 3%. The FWHM inreases always with the wavelength, more

steeply between 10 and 12�m.

This inrease of the e�etive size of the MIR emitting region is probably the result of a

temperature gradient along the irumstellar material. We note a small deline of the FWHM

after 12.5�m possibly indiating that the orrelated MIR ux is on�ned to the inner 28mas,

50AU at the distane of M8E IR. These linear dimensions are at least 10 times larger than

those probed around Herbig Ae stars by MIDI (Leinert et al. 2004). The larger extension of

the MIR emission ould be due to a less steep density gradient and a larger dust evauated

region ompared with the density distributions and inner radii of disks around intermediate

mass stars. This explanation is also in agreement with �rst 1D radiative transfer simulations

of the irumstellar material around massive stars in the UCH ii phase (see also Set. 2.10.3

for an example).
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Figure 3.11: Extension of M8E IR at di�erent wavelengths. The dotted and dashed urves

originate from the alibrator observed before and after our target.

With the projeted baseline of 76m we probe dimensions between 15 and 30mas in a diretion

almost perpendiular to the moleular outow by Mithell et al. (1992). These sizes well agree

with the width to 1% intensity at 10�m of the small omponent by Simon et al. (1985). We

note that the lunar oultation of July 1983 ourred in a diretion almost parallel to that of

our projeted baseline. However, while our low visibility values suggest that the orrelated ux

is not more than 15% of the total ux, Simon et al. (1985) suggest that the small omponent

ontributes to about half of the N-band ux.

3.6 Summary and perspetive

In this Chapter, we demonstrated that MIR interferometry is a novel and powerful tool to

probe the lose viinity of massive stars. The resolution reahed with MIDI is better than 30

times that of 8-m lass telesopes at the same wavelenght. Thus, MIDI allows to explore the

sizes at whih irumstellar disks and ompanions around young massive stars are expeted.

However, MIDI only provides visibility urves that need areful modelling to be orretly

interpreted. In partiular, we point out that at least two visibility measurements with almost

perpendiular baselines are needed to onstrain the geometry of irumstellar dust.

The �rst observations of the massive star M8E IR led to the following main results:

1. The 8.7�m aquisition images show that the MIR emission of M8E IR is resolved by

the unit telesopes. The emission in the E{W diretion looks slightly more elongated.

No mid-infrared ompanions are deteted in the 2

00

�eld of view of MIDI.

2. We obtained good quality visibility data for M8E IR in the range 8{13 �m and we

estimate an error of about 10% on eah visibility measurement.

3. The low visibility values prove that M8E IR is well resolved by MIDI and the observed

orrelated ux is about 10% of the total ux.

4. Using a simple Gaussian brigthness distribution, we derive FWHM for M8E IR between

15 and 30mas that orrespond to linear sizes of about 30{50 AU at the distane of
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1.8 kp. These dimensions ompare well with those reported by Simon et al. (1985) for

the small omponent.

5. We �nd a remarkable di�erene between the shape of the visibility urve of M8E IR and

that typial of Herbig Ae stars. Dust opaity e�ets as well as di�erent geometry of the

irumstellar dust an play an important role.

Additional observations of M8E IR are sheduled for June this year with a baseline orientation

lose to the diretion of the moleular outow. These new observations oupled with detailed

radiative transfer simulations will deide whether the irumstellar dust is on�ned in a disk

and onstrain its orientation.

Other 34 massive massive young stellar objets are inluded in the Guaranteed Time pro-

gramme with the purpose of studying their irumstellar environment and their multipliity.

The upoming external fringe traker FINITO will enable to extend MIDI observations to

soures as faint as 10mJy in the MIR regime and possibly probe the young and embedded

phases of massive star formation disussed in the previous Chapter. Bright MIR targets will

bene�t from the use of the auxiliary telesopes that provide longer baselines in omparison

to the unit telesopes and omplementary baseline orientations.
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Chapter 4

The Inuene of Massive Stars on

Their Surroundings

Massive stars form on relatively short timesales (� 10

5

yr) and their birth is marked by

the onset of a powerful ionizing ux that renders them detetable in the radio regime as

ultra-ompat H ii regions. In about 10

5

yr, the hot and dense gas in the ultra-ompat

phase expands into a larger, more di�use and thus less obsured H ii region (see also the

Introdution).

In the previous Chapters, we disussed the early embedded phases of massive star formation.

Here, we fous on the more evolved H ii regions aiming to study the inuene of massive stars

on their immediate surroundings. Beause evolved H ii regions are haraterized by muh

lower extintion than the early phases, they an be observed in the near-infrared regime at

the high resolution provided by adaptive optis (AO) tehniques reently applied on 8-m lass

telesopes. In this Chapter, we present observations of the Orion Nebula, the prototype for

the H ii phase, obtained with the adaptive optis system at the Very Large Telesope and we

explore the infrared view of the diret viinity of the ionizing star �

1

COri.

4.1 The Orion Nebula and the massive star �

1

COri

The Orion Nebula (M 42) at a distane of about 450 p is the nearest H ii region and site

of ongoing massive star formation. One of its main soures of ionization is the O6p star

�

1

COri in the Trapezium luster. The extraordinary luminosity of �

1

COri has for long

time prevented observations of its immediate surroundings in the optial and near-infrared

(NIR) regimes.

Already two deades ago optial line emission and radio ontinuum observations disovered

the existene of ompat photoionized knots near the enter of M42 (Laques and Vidal 1979;

Churhwell et al. 1987; Garay et al. 1987). However, only the high-resolution and sensitivite

observations from the Hubble Spae Telesope (HST) revealed their nature as pre-main se-

quene stars surrounded by attened irumstellar dust and gas (O'Dell et al. 1993; O'Dell

and Wen 1994; O'Dell and Wong 1996). More than hundred of these objets, named proplyds,

have been found in M 42 and few in other massive star forming regions (Steklum et al. 1998;

Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2000; Brandner et al. 2000; Smith et al. 2003). Those proplyds loated in

front of the ionized nebula, far enough to esape the ionization radiation from the massive

star, reveal their irmustellar disks in silhouettes. Those lying lose to the massive star

45
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appear like ionized envelopes with bright usps faing the massive star and tails reated by

esaping photo-evaporated wind. A review on the properties of proplyds in the optial regime

is inluded in O'Dell (2001).

Observations at NIR wavelengths are also numerous towards M 42 (MCaughrean and Stau�er

1994; Simon et al. 1999; Hillenbrand and Carpenter 2000; Carpenter et al. 2001; Muenh et al.

2002). However, many of them lak the spatial resolution neessary to resolve the struture

of the proplyds. This problem has been reently overome by the implementation of AO

tehniques on 8-m lass telesopes that provide resolutions as high-as 50-70mas that translate

into 20-30 AU at the distane of Orion.

In the following we present new high-resolution NIR images of the immediate viinity of

�

1

COri obtained with the NAOS/CONICA (NACO) adaptive optis system. Arhival HST

images are also analyzed to provide omplementary information on the NIR objets deteted

with NACO. Partiular emphasis is given to the objet Orion 163-323 whih lies at only 2

00

projeted distane from �

1

COri. In spite of its apparent lose viinity to the powerful O6

star, Orion 163-323 does not show any ionized tail in the narrow-band HST images. Another

interesting property is its strong and ompat mid-infrared (MIR) emission (Hayward et al.

1994; Robberto et al. 2002). The MIR observations led to the idea of a star and disk system

being photoevaporated by the UV radiation from �

1

COri. The system, also known as SC3,

has the peuliarity of being oriented fae-on with respet to both �

1

COri and the Earth

(Robberto et al. 2002).

4.2 Observations and data redution

4.2.1 NACO broad-band and narrow-band imaging

The observations have been performed in Deember 2002 with the adaptive optis system

NACO mounted on the YEPUN VLT telesope, as part of the MPIA Guaranteed Time

Programme "Formation and Early Stages of High-mass Stars". Broad-band images in the

J(1.265 �m), H(1.66 �m), and Ks(2.18 �m) �lters together with narrow-band images in the

Br(2.166 �m), H

2

(2.122,�m), [FeII℄(1.26 and 1.64�m) and ontinuum �lters have been a-

quired using the highest resolution amera (pixel sale of 13.25mas). For eah �lter a mosai

of 5 frames have been taken with �

1

COri at the entral position. In addition, two sky frames

were obtained in a separate starless �eld for the broad-band images and for the 10 s on soure

exposures in the Br and H

2

�lters. For the same observations, the total integration time on

soure per �lter amounts to 5minutes. This integration time allows deteting soures as faint

as 13.5mag in Ks (main sequene star of spetral type M0). For the [FeII℄ �lters and for the

Br we obtained shorter exposures for a total on-soure time per �lter of 30 s.

The data redution has been arried out with self-developed IDL routines following a proe-

dure similar to that adopted to redue the ISAAC images of G10.47+0.03 (see Set. 2.2.4):

All frames were subjet to standard bad-pixel removal, at �elding, and entering at the sub-

pixel level before being ombined in the resulting image. For photometri alibration of the

broad-band images we used objets in ommon with the atalogue of Muenh et al. (2002)

beause of similarities in the entral wavelength and bandwidth of the �lters. Standard devi-

ations between our magnitudes and those provided by Muenh et al. (2002) are 0.12, 0.16 and

0.17mag in J, H and Ks respetively. We assume our photometry to be aurate within these

unertainties. In the absene of any alibrator to determine the exat onversion fator at the

Br line, we saled the onversion fator Jy/Counts from the Ks image by taking into aount
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the di�erent bandwidths and throughput of the �lters. A similar proedure was adopted for

the other narrow-band measurements.

The AO orretions have been performed using the massive star �

1

COri as referene soure

for the visual wavefront sensor. Assuming a simple Kolmogorov atmosphere model and typial

onditions at Paranal, an isoplanati angle

1

of 9

00

an be reahed in Ks, dereasing to 7

00

in H and 5

00

in J-band (see e.g. Stolte 2003). In our images we notie a derease of the

AO performane already for soures at distanes larger than about 5

00

from the referene

star �

1

COri. Therefore, we will limit our analysis to the inner 12

00

�12

00

�eld entered on

�

1

COri.

4.2.2 Arhival HST images

The region surrounding �

1

COri has been extensively observed with the WFPC2 on board

of HST. We retrieved the high-level siene produts from the Multimission Arhive at Spae

Telesope (MAST). These produts inlude observations from 1995 to 2001 in broad- ,medium-

and narrow-band �lters. The narrow-band �lter images have been published in O'Dell and

Wong (1996) and Bally et al. (1998) and probe the prohibited emission lines [OIII℄, [OI℄, [NII℄

and [SII℄ and the H� line emission. For the same data set, exposures in the medium-band

�lter entered at 547 nm have been also aquired to remove the ontinuum soures from the

narrow-band images. The U and B broad-band images have been obtained in Marh 2001 as

part of the HST Proposal 8894 and are presented for the �rst time in this thesis. There are

no observations with the WFPC2 in the broad-band �lters V, R and I. For most of the �lters

there are exposures with the Wide Field amera and with the Planetary Camera (PC) that

provides an angular resolution more than 2 times better (0:

00

05 pixel

�1

). Sine this resolution

is omparable with that of our NACO images, we prefer to use the PC images when omparing

the optial and NIR appearane of the soures.

4.3 Immediate results

4.3.1 The NACO view of the viinity of �

1

COri

The omposite image in J(blue), H(green), and Ks(red) of the entral 12

00

by 12

00

is shown in

Fig. 4.1. The names of the deteted NIR soures follow the nomenlature sheme suggested

by O'Dell and Wen (1994): The �rst three digits indiate the soure right asension and the

seond three digits indiate its delination with a box subtending 1:

00

5 in right asension and

1

00

in delination.

The only two stars in the �eld are Orion 167-325 and �

1

COri (O'Dell andWong 1996) and are

saturated in all the broad-band images and long exposure narrow-band images. Orion 167-

325, also known as �

1

FOri, is lassi�ed as a B8 main sequene star (Hillenbrand 1997).

�

1

COri is the massive O6p star responsible for most of the ionization of the M42 nebula. An

interesting result of NIR spekle observations was the disovery of a lose visual ompanion

to �

1

COri (Weigelt et al. 1999). The projeted separation of the binary was between 30

and 45mas during the 6 years timeline observations (Shertl et al. 2003). These separations

orrespond to �2{3 pixels in our high-resolution NACO images and annot be on�dently

probed even in the non-saturated narrow-band exposures.

1

The isoplanati angle de�nes the maximum radial distane from the referene soure within whih the

residual wavefront errors are smaller than 1 radian and the di�ration limit is reahed.
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olour oding is blue for J, green for H and red for Ks. The nomenlature for the Orion

soures follows the sheme by O'Dell and Wong (1996).
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Figure 4.2: Colour-Colour Diagram of the Orion soures shown in Fig. 4.1. Red rosses

represent the intrinsi olours for dwarfs (Tokunaga 2000). The two red lines bound the

region of reddened main-sequene stars and are parallel to the reddening vetor appropriate

for the Orion nebula (R

V

=5.5, Fitzpatrik 1999). The blak arrow indiates a reddening of

5mag at optial wavelengths. For the binary proplyd Orion 168-326 we use the nomenlature

of Graham et al. (2002).
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Figure 4.3: U-band image obtained with the PC portion of the WFPC2 and retrieved from

the MAST. The �eld is entered on �

1

COri and overs the NACO �eld shown in Fig. 4.1

The ghost loated at about 3

00

N{W of �

1

COri is aused by internal reetions in the �eld

attener (see text for more details). The N-W edge of the hip is strongly a�eted by readout

noise.

Orion 168-326 and Orion 168-328 are inluded in the atalogue of non-stellar objets by O'Dell

and Wong (1996), while the remaining �ve soures are not lassi�ed. These seven soures

are deteted in the broad-band �lters and in the long Br exposures with the exeption of

Orion 161-323, whih is not deteted in the J band. For the soures with detetions in the J,

H and Ks �lters, we plot their olours in Fig. 4.2 (see also Set. 2.5.3 for the interpretation

of the Colour-Colour diagram). The objets Orion 168-328, 163-325 and 167-329 fall within

the stripe of reddened main sequene stars, while the other four soures show NIR exess.

Note that the binary proplyd system 168-326 has bluer J-H olour than typial dwarfs do.

Orion 163-323 is the bluest objets among those in Fig. 4.2.

4.3.2 The U- and B-band arhival HST images

The U- and B-band images are the only broad-band images obtained with the WFPC2 on

board of HST. �

1

COri is badly saturated in the 30 s and 400 s exposures and its di�ration

spikes lie at the position angles of some interesting soures like the binary proplyd Orion 168-

326 and Orion 163-323. In Fig. 4.3, we present the short exposure (1 s) image obtained in the

U �lter with the Planetary Camera. The B image is very similar and is not shown here. The

�eld is entered on �

1

COri and is slightly larger than the NACO �eld shown in Fig. 4.1:

The proplyds Orion 166-316 and 161-324 are also deteted in the NACO images but are at
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Figure 4.4: NACO Ks image of the binary proplyd 168-326. The negative gray sale shows

learly the two omponents 168-326NW and SE and the bow shok interation between their

photoevaporated ows. Also detetable are the bow shok due to the interation between the

proplyd ow and the wind from �

1

COri and the mirojet, whose evidene is presented in

Gar��a-Arredondo et al. (2001).

loations where the AO orretions annot properly aount for the atmospheri turbulene.

Apart from the two stars �

1

COri and �

1

FOri, only two other soures (in ommon with the

NACO soures) are deteted at these short wavelengths: These are the proplyds Orion 168-326

and 168-328. None of the �ve unlassi�ed objets is deteted in the U- and B-band images.

A bright disk-like objet appears to the N{W of �

1

COri at a projeted distane of about 3

00

.

The shape and the loation of the objet strongly suggest that it is a ghost due to internal

reetions in the �eld attener (see Set. 4.4.3 and 5.10 of the new WFPC2 Handbook v8.0).

This is further supported by the fat that there is no evidene for suh objet in any of the

other arhival HST images nor in our NACO exposures.

4.4 Disussion of individual soures

In this setion, we disuss in details the nature of the most interesting soures loated within

6

00

from the massive star �

1

COri.

4.4.1 Four unlassi�ed Orion soures: Proplyds or Stars?

The soures Orion 161-323, 162-319, 163-325 and 167-329 have been already deteted by

MCaughrean and Stau�er (1994) in the K' �lter and by Muenh et al. (2002) in the J, H

and K �lters. The red Orion 161-323 does not appear in our NACO J-band exposures, a

lower limit value of 18mag is estimated by Muenh et al. (2002) from their deep NTT J-band

image. A ommon harateristi to these soures is that they do not show any optial or

infrared line emission: They are not deteted in any of the narrow-band HST �lters and do

not appear in our long exposure ontinuum-subtrated Br image. This proves that they are

surrounded by very little ionized gas.
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We disuss here two possibilities that an explain the low ionization. The �rst one is that these

soures are proplyds loated at true distanes from �

1

COri muh larger than their projeted

distanes, far enough to esape the ionizing radiation from the massive star. If this would be

the ase, we would expet infrared exess due to emission from the dust surrounding the pre-

main sequene stars in the proplyds. This senario might be appropriate for Orion 161-323

but not for the other three soures. In fat, the olours of Orion 162-319, 163-325, 167-329

are very lose to reddened main sequene stars and show no or very little infrared exess (see

Fig. 4.2). The alternative and more plausible explanation is that these soures have already

lost their gas and dust envelopes and reahed the zero-age main sequene.

4.4.2 The binary proplyd Orion 168-326

We resolve the two omponents of the binary proplyd Orion 168-326 in all our broad-band

and long exposure narrow-band images. Going from shorter (J-band) to longer (Ks-band)

wavelengths their sizes derease but the SE omponent remains about 30mas larger than

the NW omponent at all wavelengths, see Fig. 4.4. In the subtrated Br images both

omponents appear slightly more extended than in the broad-band Ks �lter, as expeted

for externally ionized soures. The separation of their peak emission does not hange with

wavelengths, we measure a distane of 0:

00

4 in all our NACO images. The interation zone

between the ionizing wind from �

1

COri and the ow from the proplyd disks is learly visible

in our Ks exposure with a shape similar to the H� and [OIII℄ emission (Bally et al. 1998). In

addition, we detet the interation between the two proplyds as a bright and extended ar,

onave in respet to the small NW omponent, in the H, Ks and in the ontinuum subtrated

Br images (see Fig. 4.4). The U and B bands also resolve the two knots at the same loation

of the NACO images and the interation zone above mentioned. Marginally detetable in the

2�m exposures is the mirojet from the SE omponent also present in the [OIII℄ line emission

(Gar��a-Arredondo et al. 2001).

The proplyd-proplyd shok and proplyd-wind shok have been �rst disovered in the H� and

[OIII℄ HST images and later mapped in the 5GHz radio ontinuum (Graham et al. 2002). A

model that explains these features is that of two side-by-side proplyds whose photoevaporating

winds ollide and reate a bow shok deteted in emission lines and radio as a bright ar in

between them (Graham et al. 2002).

4.4.3 Orion 163-323 and its bright mid-infrared ounterpart

Orion 163-323 is the losest objet to �

1

COri at only 2

00

projeted distane. Among its

peuliarities are the ompatness of its H� and [OIII℄ line emission and the very bright and

ompat MIR appearane (Hayward et al. 1994; Robberto et al. 2002). The 10�m image

of Orion 163-323 with the loation of the soures identi�ed in our NACO images is shown

in Fig. 4.5. In the following, we will show that our new NIR high-resolution images provide

additional relevant information to understand the nature of this soure. We will analyze the

spetral energy distribution of Orion 163-323 and for the �rst time its size as funtion of the

wavelength.

We start by ompiling the list of ux measurements at di�erent wavelengths. Orion 163-

323 is deteted in all the long-exposure NACO images but not in the U- and B-band HST

observations. The sensitivity in the U and B exposures at the loation of Orion 163-323

is limited by the high and varying bakground lose to �

1

COri. We estimate the limiting
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Figure 4.5: Greysale 10�m image of �

1

COri and its surroundings. The image has been

aquired with the MAX amera on UKIRT and has a plate sale of 0:

00

26 pixel

�1

(Robberto

et al. 2002). With red rosses we show the loation of the NIR soures identi�ed in our NACO

images. Orion 163-323 appears bright and ompat at 10�m.

magnitudes in the following manner: First, we �t a gaussian to the proplyd Orion 168-328

that appear point-like in the U and B �lters (see Fig. 4.3) and we ompute its magnitude as

desribed in Set. 8.8 of the WFPC2 Handbook v8.0; Then we plae the �tted gaussian at

the loation of Orion 163-323 and we sale its magnitude until the soure disappears in the

bakground. In this way, we estimated lower limit magnitudes of 14.7mag and 16.9mag in

U and B �lters respetively. In Table 4.1 we report on new J, H and Br ux measurements,

the upper limits for the U and B bands and we summarize uxes known from the literature.

From our Br image, we estimate a line emission of 7.5�10

�12

erg s

�1

m

�2

, whih is 12% of

the total Ks ux. Fluxes in the H� and [OIII℄ �lters are taken from Bally et al. (1998): the

soure is not deteted in the other HST narrow-band �lters. We show the omplete spetral

energy distribution (SED) of Orion 163-323 in the left panel of Fig. 4.6. Its more prominent

features are the large MIR ux density (more than 400 times that measured at 2�m) and

the steep ux inrease towards the J-band, even steeper than that for the binary proplyd

Orion 168-326 (note also the blue olours of Orion 163-323 in the diagram of Fig. 4.2).

To determine whether the NIR uxes originate from the star photosphere, we �t the NIR

measurements with a single blak body and assume an extintion of A

V

=1mag and redding

vetor Rv=5.5 from Fitzpatrik (1999). The star temperatures and sizes are taken from

Tokunaga (2000) for main-sequene stars and from Bara�e et al. (1998) for pre-main sequene

stars. The extintion of only 1mag in V should be a good estimate for the line-of-sight

extintion for the following reasons: I) A

V

=1mag is measured towards the lose �

1

COri; II)

Sine the radiation from �

1

COri reahes Orion 163-323 and ionizes the surrounding gas, the

extintion between the two soures must be small; III) The MIR emission of Orion 163-323

is optially thin (Hayward et al. 1994), whih also supports II). The result of blak body
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Table 4.1: Observed magnitudes and uxes for Orion 163-323

Band Brightness Error Ref.

[mag℄ [mag℄

U > 14.7 1

B > 16.9 1

J 12.09 0.12 1

H 12.79 0.16 1

Ks 12.48 0.12 1

K' 12.2 0.5 2

Band Flux Error Ref.

[erg s

�1

m

�2

℄ [%℄

H� 2.4�10

�13

5{25 3

OIII 1.9�10

�13

5{25 3

Br 7.5�10

�12

30 1

Band Flux density Error Ref.

�m [Jy℄ [Jy℄

8.8 3.93 0.79 4

10.0 4.0 0.8 5

11.7 4.13 0.82 4

- Referenes (1) This thesis ; (2) MCaughrean and Stau�er (1994) ; (3) Bally et al. (1998) ;

(4) Hayward et al. (1994) ; (5) Robberto et al. (2002)

�tting proedure is that the J-band ux is always larger than what expeted from the star

photosphere, that might be the result of dust sattering.

To further investigate this possibility we analyze the size of the emission from Orion 163-323

at di�erent wavelengths. Deonvolved sizes are omputed assuming gaussian pro�les both for

the soure and for the PSF (right panel of Fig. 4.6). In the ase of the NACO measurements

we used the soure Orion 163-325 as PSF referene. Sine the NIR olours of Orion 163-

325 are typial of reddened main-sequene stars (see Fig. 4.2) and it is not deteted in any

of the narrow-band �lters, it is likely not a proplyd (see Set. 4.4.1). The PSF of the H�

and [OIII℄ HST images is omputed with the latest version of the Tiny Tim PSF simulator

for the spei� soure loation on the detetor (Version 6.1a, http://www.stsi.edu/software/

tinytim/tinytim.html). Errors on the deonvolved sizes are the propagated formal errors of the

gaussian �t. Orion 163-323 is marginally resolved in the Ks �lter but its size is larger in the

Br �lter and at shorter wavelengths. Its extension in the Br �lter is similar to the size

measured in the H� �lter.

From the inspetion of the sizes of Orion 163-323 at di�erent wavelengths and from the

measured ux densities, we onlude that we probably deteted the star only in the Ks �lter.

If this would be the ase, a de-reddened K2 MS star or a 1Myr old 0.18M

�

pre-main sequene

star ould aount for the measured H and Ks uxes. However, we have to keep in mind

that later spetral type stars might as well be possible if unresolved emission from dust in
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Figure 4.6: Properties of Orion 163-323. Left panel: Superimposed to the SED of Orion 163-

323 are the blak body emissions for two stars extinted by A

V

=1mag. Right panel: Deon-

volved sizes of Orion 163-323 at di�erent wavelengths. The orresponding �lters are given

above eah symbol: J, H and Ks sizes are from the NACO data, sizes at shorter wavelengths

are from the HST planetary amera images.

a irumstellar disk would ontribute at 2�m. The inrease in ux and espeially in size

towards the H �lter proves that sattering from dust start to ontribute at this wavelenght

and beomes dominant in the J-band: The measured J-band ux is at least 2.5 times larger

than the ux density from the star photosphere. The dust might be loated just behind the

interation zone between the wind from the disk and the wind from �

1

COri or alternatively

sattered light from the irumstellar disk (see Fig. 4.7 for a shemati representation).

The rapid ux inrease in the MIR regime is due to warm dust. The detetion of the 9.7�m

siliate emission implies that the extintion is smaller than 1 at this wavelenght (Hayward

et al. 1994). We an thus ompute the total dust mass emitting in the MIR by assuming

optially thin emission (see Set. 2.5.1 for the formulae). The temperature of a blak body

grain at a projeted distane of 2

00

from �

1

COri would be around 200K. We use temperatures

between 100 and 300K for the dust emission and dust opaities for the standard Mathis,

Rumpl & Nordsiek-distribution for the di�use interstellar medium (Ossenkopf and Henning

1994). The resulting dust masses an be as low as 4�10

�9

M

�

or as large as 8�10

�5

M

�

,

depending mainly on the assumed dust temperature. For omparison, we note that Lada

et al. (1996) observed more than 10 proplyds in the mm regime and measured total disk

masses between 0.007 and 0.016M

�

. Only our largest estimate of the dust mass towards

Orion 163-323 falls in this range when the typial dust mass over gas mass ratio of 100 is

assumed. As disussed in the ase of the sattering, the dust might be loated just behind the

spherial ionization front (I-Front) or we might detet warm dust from the disk. Mid-infrared

interferometri observations are needed to resolve and determine the dust in the disk.

4.5 Conlusions

We imaged the lose viinity of the massive star �

1

COri using the NACO adaptive optis

system on the VLT. We deteted at least three NIR soures within 10

00

from �

1

COri that

are likely to be low-mass main sequene stars based on their NIR olours and on the absene
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of line emission. The binary proplyd Orion 168-326 is resolved into two bright knots both

in our NIR and in the U- and B-band HST images. The fainter ar-like emission between

the two omponents is prominent in the Br ontinuum-subtrated exposures and is due to

the interation between the photoevaporated winds from the proplyds. We also marginally

deteted the mirojet from the SE omponent at 2�m.

The NIR olours and the ompat line emission from Orion 163-323 strongly support the idea

that the soure is a proplyd with the peuliarity of being seen almost fae-on. Our high-

resolution NIR images resolve Orion 163-323 in the J, H and narrow-band Br �lters. The

inspetion of the sizes and ux densities at di�erent wavelengths suggests that we probably

deteted the star in the proplyd in our Ks exposures. The J-band ux is muh larger than

what is expeted from the stellar photosphere, whih we explain by being dominated by dust

sattering. The large MIR emission must be thermal emission from warm dust. Our data

annot deide if most of the dust emitting in the J- and N-bands is loated in the disk or

just behind the spherial ionization front. More reliable measurements of the extintion and

high-resolution interferometri MIR observations ould resolve and determine the amount of

dust in the disk.

With a resolution as good as the Hubble Spae Telesope in the optial, our new near-infrared

images learly show the impat of massive stars on their surroundings. Their winds and strong

ultraviolet radiation strip away and ionize the outer material around nearby young low-mass

stars. The eÆieny of these destrution proesses have strong impliations on the evolution

of the irumstellar disks (proplyds) and on the possibility whether suh disks an form plan-

ets.

The NACO near-infrared images targeting �

1

COri and preliminary results were presented

at the IAU Symposium no. 221 (Pasui et al. 2003a).
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Figure 4.7: Shemati drawing of Orion 163-323. The big red arrow at the top of the �gure

shows the diretion of �

1

COri and of the Earth. The young star is surrounded by a irum-

stellar disk whih reeives the FUV radiation (photons with energy < 13:4 eV) from �

1

COri

and starts a slow wind of neutral atomi gas. The wind is aelerated when it passes through

the loal ionization front (I-Front) loated where photons of energy larger than 13.4 eV are

ompletely absorbed. A stationary bow shok is formed where the wind from the disk reahes

ram pressure balane with the �

1

COri stellar wind.



Chapter 5

Towards Modeling Disks Around

Massive Stars

If massive stars form as low-mass stars, irumstellar disks are a natural onsequene of

their formation proess (Yorke and Sonnhalter 2002). However, their lifetime is limited to

only a few 10

5

yr by photoevaporation due to the intense ultraviolet ux from the entral

star (e.g. Hollenbah et al. 2000). These short timesales partly explain why no diret

evidene

1

of suh disks has been found up to now. Observational limitations are the high

resolution and sensitivity needed to penetrate the rowded dusty regions of massive star

formation (see Chapter 2 and 3). These issues are now being takled by new tehniques

suh as interferometry and adaptive optis and by spae failities. The new instruments

are expeted to bring onvining evidene for the existene of disks around young massive

stars and to onstrain their properties. The omplexity of these regions however will require

substantial modeling e�ort and reliable tools to orretly interpret the observations.

Currently a number of ontinuum multidimensional radiative transfer (RT) odes exist and

are widely used to predit and to interpret observations from various astrophysial objets

(see e.g. Dunn et al. 2002; Wolf et al. 2003; Dullemond and Dominik 2004a; Gon�alves

et al. 2004). However, suh omplex numerial odes an be independently tested only in the

simplest ases where the RT equation an be solved analytially. These ases are ertainly

far from representing the omplexity of dust-enshrouded objets and do not guarantee the

robustness of the RT solutions in general.

In this Chapter, we present the �rst omparison of �ve di�erent RT odes in a two-dimensional

(2D) on�guration aiming to provide benhmark solutions for the veri�ation of RT odes.

We onsider the well-known ase of a low-mass star surrounded by a irumstellar disk and

we test the maximum disk mass that urrent RT odes are able to handle. This investigation

represents an important step in understanding the atual limitations of RT odes and the

improvements neessary to model disks around high-mass stars. In Set. 5.6, we disuss an

appliation of RT odes to interpret and to predit interferometri measurements.

1

Indiret evidene is provided by the high detetion rate of powerful moleular outows toward young

high-mass stars (for a review see Zhang 2002)

57
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5.1 Establishing the benhmark for disk on�gurations

In ontrast to hydrodynamial simulations, benhmark tests for radiative transfer omputa-

tions are rare. The only pratial approah to test the reliability of RT alulations is to

ompare solutions of well-de�ned problems by several independent odes. This has been done

for the one-dimensional (1D) ase by Ivezi et al. (1997). A benhmark projet for 1D plane-

parallel RT and vertial struture alulations for irradiated passive disks is available on the

web

2

. As for 1D radiative transfer in moleular lines, a omparison of results from di�erent

odes has been performed by van Zadelho� et al. (2002)

3

. Going from spherial symmetry

to two- and three-dimensional spatial on�gurations, we add two or three more variables to

the RT problem. Numerially, this implies 10

4

or 10

6

more numbers to store when a deent

resolution of 100 points in eah variable is used. In addition, the geometry makes the so-

lution of the integro-di�erential RT equation more omplex. This explains why benhmark

tests for 2D and 3D on�gurations are laking. It also implies that reahing an agreement

to the level of 1D radiative transfer omputations using state-of-the-art omputer equipment

is unrealisti. A previous attempt to test 2D radiative transfer alulations has been made

by Men'shhikov and Henning (1997). They ompare results from their approximate method

with those of a fully-2D program (Efstathiou and Rowan-Robinson 1990) applying the same

geometry.

Here, we test the behaviour of �ve di�erent RT odes in a well de�ned 2D on�guration, point

out advantages and disadvantages of the various tehniques applied to solve the RT problem

and provide benhmark solutions for the veri�ation of ontinuum RT odes. As modelling

soures with high optial depth and strong sattering is the hallenge of multi-dimensional RT

odes, we expliitly inlude a test ase at the limit of the urrent omputational apabilities.

In next two setions we briey introdue the RT problem and we de�ne our test ase. From

Set. 5.3.1 to 5.3.3, we desribe the di�erent methods to solve the RT equation, the odes

used in this benhmark and their reliability in 1D on�gurations. We present the details of

these 2D simulations in Set. 5.3.4 and solutions for the dust temperature and emerging SEDs

from Set. 5.4.1 to Set. 5.4.4. In the last setion we disuss our results.

5.2 Benhmark problems

5.2.1 The radiative transfer problem

Solving the RT problem means to determine the intensity I

�

(~x; ~n) of the radiation �eld at eah

point ~x and diretion ~n of the model geometry and at eah wavelength �. This is ahieved

by solving the stationary transfer equation

~nr

~x

I

�

(~x; ~n) = �

h

�

abs

(�; ~x) + �

sa

(�; ~x)

i
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�
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+�
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�
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�
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0
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0
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�
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0
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+E

�

(~x; ~n) (5.1)

2

http://www.mpa-garhing.mpg.de/PUBLICATIONS/DATA/radtrans/benhmarks/

3

see also: http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/�radtrans/
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where �

abs

(�; ~x) and �

sa

(�; ~x) are the absorption and sattering oeÆients of the partiles,

respetively. The quantity p(�; ~n; ~n

0

) denotes the probability that radiation is sattered from

the diretion ~n

0

into ~n, 
 is the solid angle, B

�

is the Plank funtion, and T is the temper-

ature. The index � denotes that the quantity is de�ned per wavelength interval. E

�

(~x; ~n)

represents all internal radiation soures suh as visous heating or osmi rays. For the sake

of simpliity, we only onsider one dust omponent of spei� size and hemial omposition.

In addition, we do not disuss the polarization state of the radiation �eld and onsider the

intensity only.

If spherial symmetry in the partile distribution and the soures of radiation is assumed,

the integro{di�erential equation (5.1) beomes a funtion of 3 variables, already diÆult to

solve even for a given dust temperature T (~x). In the ase of spatial 2D on�gurations (axial-

symmetri disks, tori), we have to deal with 5 variables. Moreover, the oupling between

the radiation �eld and the dust temperature requires the simultaneous onsideration of the

balane equation for the loal energy density at point ~x

1

Z

0

d� Q

abs

�

B

�

[T

rad

(~x)℄ =

1

Z

0

d� Q

abs

�

1

4�
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d


0

I

�

(~x; ~n

0

) (5.2)

to alulate intensity and temperature self{onsistently. Here, Q

abs

(�) is the absorption

eÆieny fator, while T

rad

is the temperature arising from radiative heating. Additional

heating soures an ontribute to the temperature with

T (~x) = T

rad

(~x) + T

heat

(~x): (5.3)

5.2.2 Model de�nition

We onsider the general astrophysial ase of a star embedded in a irumstellar disk with an

inner avity free of dust. We assume that the star is point-like, loated at the enter of the

on�guration and radiating as a blak body at the same temperature as the Sun. The disk

is made of spherial astronomial siliate grains, having a radius of 0.12 �m and a density

of 3.6 g m

�3

(optial data are taken from Draine and Lee 1984

4

, see also Fig. 5.1). The

disk radially extends to a maximum distane of 1000 AU from the entral star. Sine the

orret determination of the sublimation radius is quite a diÆult problem, we �x the inner

radius to 1 AU. This guarantees a maximum dust temperature less than 1000 K, even in the

ase of high optial depth. The density struture is that of a massless (in relation to the

entral star) Keplerian disk having no uto� at a ertain opening angle. This implies that

the radiative transfer has to be simulated both in the optially thik disk and in the optially

thin envelope. The disk geometry and density struture are similar to those desribed by

Chiang and Goldreih (1997, 1999) and suessfully applied to study passive disks around T

Tauri stars (Natta et al. 2000). The density distribution provides a steep-density gradient

in the inner part of the disk whih ould give rise to numerial problems when solving the

RT equation. This turns out to be an advantage for RT omparison sine it allows to test

the odes' behaviour under extreme onditions. The density distribution we adopt has the

following form

�(r; z) = �

0

� f

1

(r)� f

2

(z=h(r)) (5.4)

4

downloadable from: http://www.mpia.de/PSF/PSFpages/RT/benhmark.html
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Table 5.1: Model parameters

Symbol meaning value

M

�

Stellar mass 1 M

�

R

�

Stellar radius 1 R

�

T

�

Stellar e�etive temperature 5800 K

R

out

Outer disk radius 1000 AU

R

in

Inner disk radius 1 AU

z

d

Disk height 125 AU

a Grain radius 0.12 �m

�

g

Grain density 3.6 g m

�3

�

v

Optial depth at 550 nm 0.1, 1, 10, 100

f

1

(r) = (r=r

d

)

�1:0

f

2

(r) = exp(��=4 � (z=h(r))

2

)

h(r) = z

d

� (r=r

d

)

1:125

with r being the distane from the entral star in the disk midplane (

p

x

2

+ y

2

) and z the

distane from the midplane. Here r

d

is half of the disk outer radius (R

out

/2) and z

d

one

fourth of r

d

(R

out

/8). Note that the disk is slightly ared, i.e., the disk opening angle h(r)=r

is exponentially inreasing with the distane from the star. The term f

1

provides the radial

dependene of the density distribution. In protoplanetary disks, the volume density is usually

proportional to r

��

with � in the range (1.8�2.8) (e.g. Wood et al. 2002 and Cotera et al.

2001). For this benhmark we use � = 1 in order to save CPU time. Both f

1

and f

2

remain

unhanged while �

0

is hosen so to de�ne di�erent optial depths. We perform alulations

for four values of visual (� = 550 nm) optial depth, namely �

v

= 0.1, 1, 10, 100. The

optial depth, as seen from the entre, is alulated along the disk midplane. Sine most of

the dust is on�ned in the midplane, the optial depths we refer to are the highest in eah

model. The test ase �

v

= 100 is at the limit of our urrent omputational apabilities. The

resulting total dust mass for the model with �

v

= 1(100) is 1.1�10

�6

M

�

(1.1�10

�4

M

�

).

The density struture perpendiular to the disk midplane is shown for the same model in

Fig. 5.2. The RT is alulated for 61 wavelengths being distributed nearly equidistantly on a

logarithmi sale from 0.12{2000 �m. These 61 wavelengths de�ne the frequeny resolution

of our omputations. In Set. 5.4.4 we also ompare two Monte Carlo (MC) odes on a grid

with two times more wavelengths and we disuss the e�et of the frequeny resolution on

the 2D benhmark. Sine anisotropi sattering is not inluded in all odes, we onsider

the sattering as isotropi. Symbols and values of the model parameters are summarized in

Table 5.1 for more larity.
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Figure 5.1: Optial data for spherial astronomial siliate grains having a radius of 0.12 �m

(Draine and Lee 1984). Note that sattering dominates between 0.2 and 1 �m for this type

of grains.

Figure 5.2: Density struture perpendiular to the disk midplane and entered on the star

for the model with �

v

= 1. Values are normalized to the maximum density. The ontours

provide 0.10, 0.19, 0.28, 0.38, 0.48% of the maximum.
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5.3 Radiative transfer simulations

5.3.1 Methods to solve the radiative transfer equation

Similar to hydrodynamial simulations, we an distinguish partile (Monte Carlo) and grid-

based methods to solve the RT equation numerially (Henning 2001).

In MC simulations the radiation �eld is partitioned in equal-energy, monohromati "photon

pakets" that are emitted stohastially both by the soure and by the surrounding envelope.

The optial depth determines the loation at whih the pakets interat while their albedo

de�nes the probability of either sattering or absorption. In the original sheme (sheme 1)

the soure and the envelope photon pakets are emitted separately. At �rst the grains re-emit

aording to the absorbed soure radiation. Then dust reemission takes also into aount the

envelope emission radiation �eld. Reemission by the dust is repeated as long as the di�erene

between the input and the output energy is larger than a hosen threshold. However, the

dust reemission, i.e. the repetition of the Monte Carlo experiment, is time onsuming. An

alternative possibility (sheme 2) is to store all radiation exhanges within the envelope. In

this ase the Monte Carlo experiment an be arried out one for all

5

, but a large amount of

omputer memory is needed. A drawbak of these two shemes is that the input luminosity

is not automatially onserved during the simulation. This beomes a serious problem for

on�gurations with very high optial depths whih therefore usually need a larger number

of iterations. A solution has been found by Bjorkman and Wood (2001) in the so-alled

immediate reemission (sheme 3). In this ase only soure photon pakets are emitted and

followed in their interation loations. When a paket is absorbed, its energy is added to the

envelope and a new paket is emitted immediately at a frequeny whih takes into aount the

modi�ed envelope temperature. This method does not require any iteration and impliitly

onserves the total energy. Another improvement of the standard MC proedure has been

proposed by Luy (1999) to treat extremely optially thin on�gurations. This approah

onsiders the absorption not only at the end points of the photon path but also in between.

Grid-based odes solve the RT equation on a disrete spatial grid. The grid an be either

determined during the simulation or generated before starting the omputation. The 2 RT

grid-based odes we ompare, namely RADICAL and STEINRAY, use the seond approah

(see following ode desription in Set. 5.3.2). Among the shemes applied to solve the RT

problem two are the most used: the so-alled "Lambda Iteration" (see e.g. Collison and Fix

1991; Efstathiou and Rowan-Robinson 1991) and the "Variable Eddington Tensor" (Mihalas

and Weibel Mihalas 1984; Malbet and Bertout 1991; Stone et al. 1992; Kikuhi et al. 2002;

Dullemond et al. 2002; Dullemond and Dominik 2004b). The "Lambda Iteration" mode

su�ers from the same onvergene problems as the standard MC whih is based on sheme

1. Thus, the improved "Aelerated Lambda Iteration" (e.g. Rybiki and Hummer 1991)

method is more widely applied. The "Variable Eddington Tensor" mode is more robust than

the "Lambda Iteration" and usually onverges faster. Moreover, it has been proven that it

works properly even at extremely high optial depths. Integration of the formal RT equation

an be done in a straightforward way by applying the "Long Charateristis" algorithm. This

method is aurate but turns out to be ostly in CPU time. A more eÆient way is based on

the "Short Charateristis" algorithm (Mihalas et al. 1978; Kunasz and Auer 1988).

Eah of the solution algorithms has its advantages and drawbaks. In MC methods, a photon

is propagated through the alulation domain and its sattering, absorption, and re-emission

5

This is only valid for opaities expliitely independent on the temperature
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Table 5.2: Main features of the odes.

Feature MC3D MCTRANSF RADICAL RADMC STEINRAY

3D + +

anisotropi sattering + + + +

arbitrary grid geometry + +

grain size distribution + + + + +

multiple dust speies + + + +

images + + + + +

polarization maps +

global error ontrol + +

multiple/extended heat-

ing soures

+ + +

dust evaporation + +

aeleration for high � + + + +

parallel version + +

are traked in detail. This allows to treat very ompliated spatial distributions, arbitrary

sattering funtions and polarization. Drawbak is the presene of a random noise in the

results. This noise an be redued by inreasing the number of used photon pakages and by

inluding deterministi elements in the MC experiment (Niolini et al. 2003). Grid-based

solvers are less exible than MC odes but have the advantage not to involve random noise.

5.3.2 Desription of the odes

In the following setions we briey desribe the RT odes partiipating in the 2D benhmark.

A summary of their main features is provided in Table 5.2.

MC3D

MC3D is a 3D ontinuum RT ode. It is based on the MC method and solves the RT

problem self-onsistently. MC3D is designed for the simulation of dust temperatures in arbi-

trary dust/eletron on�gurations and the resulting observables: spetral energy distributions,

wavelength-dependent images and polarization maps.

For the estimation of temperatures either the standard sheme 1 (see Wolf et al. 1999; Wolf

and Henning 2000) or the immediate reemission onept (sheme 3) an be applied. For

this benhmark projet, the sheme 3 is used to treat properly the more optially thik

models. Optially very thin on�gurations, suh as the atmosphere/envelope desribed in

Set. 5.2.2, are easily omputed by the method proposed by Luy (1999). Furthermore, the

eÆieny of MC3D is inreased by (a) the fast photon transfer and (b) wavelength range

seletion onept (see Wolf and Henning 2000), and () the enfored sattering mehanism as

desribed by Cashwell and Everett (1959).
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Previous appliations of MC3D over feasibility studies of extrasolar planet detetions (Wolf

et al. 2002a), the RT in the lumpy irumstellar environment of young stellar objets (Wolf

et al. 1998), polarization studies of T Tauri stars (Wolf et al. 2001), AGN polarization models

(Wolf and Henning 1999), a solution for the multiple sattering of polarized radiation by non-

spherial grains (Wolf et al. 2002b), and the inverse RT based on the MC method (Wolf 2001).

Exeutables of MC3D (V2) an be downloaded for several model geometries and platforms

from: http://www.mpia-hd.mpg.de/FRINGE/SOFTWARE/m3d/.

MCTRANSF

MCTRANSF solves multi-dimensional ontinuum RT problems in dusty media by means of

a MC method. It has been originally developed by Lopez et al. (1995). So far, the ode has

been used for the empirial modelling of several irumstellar envelopes of post AGB-stars of

di�erent types (e.g. Lopez and Perrin 2000), inluding multi-sattering e�ets.

Currently, only spherial symmetri (1D) and axisymmetri (2D) problems an be onsidered,

but an extension to 3D is possible and straightforward. Several improvements of the standard

MC proedure have been reently inluded (Niolini et al. 2003) in order to avoid the usual

inrease of the noise level whih typially ours in extremely optially thin or optially thik

situations. The onept suggested by Luy (1999) is implemented to treat very optially

thin ases. Optially thik on�gurations are takled by the inlusion of several deterministi

elements for the treatment of the absorption during the photon propagation phase, foring

the absorption to take plae all along the rays. The temperature struture of the medium in

radiative equilibrium is found by applying sheme 2. The onvergene is found to be rapid,

even in optially thik situations, but needs a large amount of omputer memory, beause the

primary MC information must be stored soure-dependently.

As a result of the ombination of all these measures, MCTRANSF is apable to simultaneously

model optially thin and optially thik parts of the model volume with about the same

auray. Thus, both lumpy media and disontinuous opaity strutures an be handled.

MCTRANSF is able to arrive at numerial solutions for RT problems even in ase of very

large optial depths (e.g. for disk on�gurations). Parallelised versions of the ode have been

developed for a Cray T3E 1200 and for systems supporting the OpenMP appliation program

interfae. All these versions use shared memory systems.

RADICAL

The ore of the ode RADICAL is a lambda operator subroutine based on the method of \Short

Charateristis", implemented on a polar grid by Dullemond and Turolla (2000). Using this

subroutine as the main driver, RADICAL o�ers two modes of operation: a simple Lambda

Iteration mode and a Variable Eddington Tensor mode. In this paper we use the latter be-

ause of its faster onvergene and apability of treating high optial depths. The Variable

Eddington Tensor method is implemented in RADICAL as follows (Dullemond and Dominik

2004b). First, the primary stellar radiation �eld is propagated from the star outwards into the

disk. Dust sattering is inluded in a MC fashion. The energy absorbed by the disk in eah

grid-ell is then re-emitted as infrared (IR) radiation, whih is treated as a separate radiation

�eld. The 2-D transfer solution for this seondary radiation �eld is found by solving the

frequeny-integrated moment equations. The losure for these equations is based on the vari-

able Eddington tensors and mean opaities omputed with the Short Charateristis method
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Figure 5.3: Grid adopted by MCTRANSF to store the temperature resulting from the RT

simulations. Similar spherial grids are also used by the other odes.

of Dullemond & Turolla. At the end of the alulation a global hek on ux onservation is

made. For all the models disussed in this paper the error remained within 2%.

RADMC

RADMC is an MC ode based on sheme 3. However, the original method of Bjorkman &

Wood produes very noisy temperature pro�les in regions of low optial depth, and requires

a large number of photons (N � 10

7

) for a smooth SED. These disadvantages have been

solved in RADMC by treating absorption partly as a ontinuous proess (Luy 1999), and

using the resulting smooth temperature pro�les with a ray-traing ode to produe images

and SEDs. These images and SEDs have a low noise level even for relatively few photon

pakages (N � 10

5

). In addition, the frequeny grid used for RADMC is not bound by the

onstraints set in the original method. This improved Bjorkman & Wood method works well

at all optial depths, but may beome slow in ases where the optial depth is very large (�

v

about 1000). For the test ases in this paper the optial depths are low enough that this

problem does not play a role. For more information on the ode, see:

http://www.mpa-garhing.mpg.de/PUBLICATIONS/DATA/radtrans/radm/.

STEINRAY

STEINRAY is a grid-based ode whih solves the full 3D ontinuum RT problem. A ombi-

nation of ray-traing and �nite di�erening of 2nd order on adaptive multi-frequeny photon

transport grids is applied. Steinaker et al. (2002b) have shown that the use of 3rd order
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Table 5.3: Resolution and number of photons for the di�erent test ases.

Code # r � r # � � � # Phot Test ase

Name [AU℄ [

Æ

℄ [�10

6

℄ �

550nm

MC3D 55 0.03{141 121 1.5 244 0.1,1,10

MC3D 10

3

0.07{4.1 121 1.5 244 100

MCTRANSF 48 0.17{125 40 4.5 1000 0.1

MCTRANSF 48 0.17{125 40 4.5 800 1

MCTRANSF 46 0.18{130 46 2.8-5.3 1000 10

MCTRANSF 46 0.18{130 46 2.8-5.3 500 100

RADICAL 60 0.03{116 62 1.6-8.3 0.1{100

RADMC 60 0.03{116 62 1.6-8.3 10 0.1{100

STEINRAY 61 0.12{109 61 1.3 0.1{100

�nite di�erening is too time-onsuming for 3D RT, while 1st order shemes introdue an

unaeptable degree of numerial di�usion to the solution.

The spatial grids are generated using an algorithm desribed in Steinaker et al. (2002a). They

are adaptive and optimized to minimize the 1st order disretization error hene guaranteeing

global error ontrol for solutions of radiative transfer problems on the grid. Sine the use of

one single grid for all frequenies leads to large disretization errors, STEINRAY alulates

individual grids for eah frequeny to use the global error ontrol of the grid generation

method. Minimization of the grid point number is possible in regions where the optial

depth beomes large allowing for treatment of appliations with optial depth of any value.

Contrary to former treatments, the full frequeny-dependent problem is solved without any

ux approximation and for arbitrary sattering properties of the dust. For the diretion

disretization, equally spaed nodes on the unit sphere are used along with orresponding

weights for the integration derived by evaluating speial Gegenbauer polynomials in Steinaker

et al. (1996). The temperature distribution is alulated by an Aelerated Lambda Iteration

between the radiative transfer equation and the loal balane equation. The program is

designed to provide spatially resolved images and spetra of omplex 3D dust distributions

and allows for multiple internal and external soures (Steinaker et al. 2003).

Reently, a 2D version of the program has been developed and was used for this benhmark.

The grids are similar to the spherial grids shown in Fig. 5.3. The 2D version uses ray-traing

to solve for the intensity in all diretions.

5.3.3 Reliability of the odes in 1D geometry

All the RT odes partiipating in the benhmark have been already tested in 1D spherially

symmetri on�gurations. Results fromMC3D have been ompared with those alulated with

the RT ode of Chini et al. (1986) and with the ode of Men'shhikov and Henning (1997).

In both ases di�erenes below 1% even in the ase of high optial depth have been found

(Wolf et al. 1999). MCTRANSF has been tested (Niolini et al. 2003) against the 1D ode

written by Thibaut le Bertre and based on the work of Leung (1976). For the ase of optial

depth equal to 10 at 1 �m (with � /

1

�

, and isotropi sattering) the agreement between
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MCTRANSF and le Bertre's ode is better than 1%. In the ase of RADICAL, tests have

been performed by omparing the results with those from TRANSPHERE

6

, a 1-D variable

eddington fator ode tested against the similar "ode 1" of Ivezi et al. (1997). Steinaker

et al. (2003) used the 1D benhmark provided by Ivezi et al. (1997) to test the 3D version

of STEINRAY. Agreement below 1% has been found both for the emerging temperature and

SEDs.

5.3.4 Details on the 2D radiative transfer omputations

The three MC odes involved in the 2D benhmark, namely MC3DMCTRANSF and RADMC,

hoose a spherial grid to store the temperature resulting from the RT simulations. Radially

the steps are logarithmi in order to properly resolve the innermost dense region of the disk.

The number of radial points is kept below 100 for all the odes but MC3D, for whih we tried

a two weeks long omputation for the most optially thik ase (see Table 5.3). Di�erenes

in the SED between this omputation and the one with 55 radial points and lower number

of photons are disussed in Set. 5.4.4. MC3D adopts an equally spaed grid in vertial di-

retion (1.5

Æ

resolution, see Table 5.3), while MCTRANSF and RADMC hoose a resolution

dereasing with the distane from the disk midplane (see Fig. 5.3). Similar grid geometries

are also used by the two grid-based odes RADICAL and STEINRAY. RADICAL makes use

of the same grid as RADMC while STEINRAY has omparable resolution in vertial diretion

but larger ells in the inner disk (0.12 AU, see Table 5.3).

We note that the resolution given in Table 5.3, together with the number of photons for the

MC odes, are at the limit of the omputing apabilities for most of the odes. MC3D needs

about 1 Gby memory. The temperature resulting from these test ases is obtained in 1{2 days.

Computing the SED requires about a week for all the models, but for the most optially thik

one for whih we try a longer omputation. MCTRANSF needs a large amount of omputer

memory to store all radiation exhanges. The neessary memory goes as the square of the

number of ells: 46 � 46 ells is atually the tehnial limit (� 4Gby) on our 4-proessors

(ev67 at 1GHz) HP-ompaq ES45 server. The runtime for the most optially thik ase is

about 2 weeks. Results from RADICAL and RADMC are obtained in less than a day for all

the test ases. However, the atual spatial resolution of RADICAL annot be doubled due to

not suÆient omputer memory. To produe the �nal spetrum RADMC uses the ray-traing

module from RADICAL, and for that reason is also limited to the maximum spatial resolution

that an be ahieved by RADICAL. This is a mere tehnial problem. In the 2D version of

STEINRAY, the ode uses about 1 Gby memory. To obtain onvergene in the temperature

iteration of 1% for the ase �

v

= 100, the ode runtime is about a week.

5.4 Results of the simulations

5.4.1 Approximate solution for optially thin on�gurations

In the ase of on�gurations being optially thin for all relevant wavelengths, heating of the

dust partiles is dominated by the stellar radiation. When re-emission of the dust partiles

an be negleted and sattering is only inluded as extintion term, the dust temperature

an be easily determined from equation (5.2) without any oupling to equation (5.1). We use

this approximate semi-analytial solution to test independently our RT omputations for the

6

http://www.mpa-garhing.mpg.de/PUBLICATIONS/DATA/radtrans/
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Figure 5.4: Di�erenes of the most optially thin model from the semi-analytial solution (see

Set. 5.4.1). Upper panel: di�erenes in radial temperature for an angle � near to the disk

midplane. Lower panel: di�erenes in the SED for an almost fae-on disk (disk inlination

equal to 12.5

Æ

). For both panels, solid lines give the di�erene of MC3D, dot-dashed lines of

MCTRANSF, dashed-dot-dot-dot of RADICAL, dotted lines of RADMC, and dashed lines

of STEINRAY from the semi-analytial solution.
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most optially thin ase and to hek the orretness of the density setup in the other more

optially thik models (see Set. 5.4.2 and 5.4.3).

The assumptions we disussed above simplify equation (5.2) in the following way

Z

�
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�
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�
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d
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abs
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�
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e
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(5.5)

with T

d

(R; �) being the disk temperature at the loation (R; �)

7

and Q

abs

(�) the absorption

eÆieny fator. We perform the integration at the same wavelengths as those adopted by

the RT odes (see Set. 5.2.2). The term B

e

�

(T

�

; R; �) represents the blak body emission

from the star orreted for the extintion
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where a is the dust radius, Q

sa

(�) is the sattering eÆieny fator and �(R

0

; �) is the density

distribution given in equation (5.4) but here expressed in spherial oordinates. The argument

of the exponent represents the optial depth �

�

(R; �) at the distane R, � from the entral star.

One the optial depth is determined, the extinted blak body emission an be substituted

in equation 5.5 and the dust temperature an be easily omputed. To obtain the ux density

F

�

at a distane equal to the stellar radius we need to integrate the power emitted by eah

grain over the entire volume. If we express the power emitted by one grain as

P

g

�

(R; �) = 4�a

2

Q

abs

�

B

�

[T

d

(R; �)℄ (5.7)

the ux density an be obtained by solving the following integrals
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here the fator 2� omes from the integration in � whih is the azimuthal angle in the x� y

plane.

A �rst rough estimate of the orretness of this approah an be done by evaluating how

muh the disk temperature T

d

would inrease beause of seondary emission re-absorption

events. The grain emissivity is proportional to T

4

d

and, in ase of optially thin emission, to

the optial depth. Our most optially thin model has a maximum IR optial depth of 0.01

at 10 �m in the disk midplane, where most of the dust is on�ned. If an emitted IR photon

were re-absorbed by the disk, its temperature would inrease by the quantity (1 + �

IR

)

0:25

.

Thus, the temperature obtained by the semi-analytial approah an be onsidered orret

within 0:26% in a �rst approximation. The orresponding emergent ux has an unertainty

whih is about four times larger (about 1%). However looking at the SED di�erenes (see Fig.

5.4), it is lear that deviations due to sattering (treated orretly in the numerial odes) are

important too. A more realisti estimate of the error on the semi-analytial approah should

indeed onsider the e�et of sattering apart from damping the stellar ux.

5.4.2 Resulting temperatures

All the odes orretly reprodue the shape of the temperature distribution, both its radial and

vertial dependene.

7

R and � are the distane from the star and the angle from the disk midplane in spherial oordinates
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the temperature distribution for the most optially thik model.

Left: Radial temperature (upper panel) and perentage of di�erene among the odes (lower

panel). RADICAL is taken as referene ode. The radial ut is made for an angle � near

to the disk midplane. Diamonds give the radial dependene in ase of long wavelengths and

optially thin emission. In the upper panel, solid lines are the results from MC3D, dot-dashed

lines from MCTRANSF, dashed-dot-dot-dot from RADICAL, dotted lines from RADMC and

dashed lines from STEINRAY. In the lower panel, solid lines give the di�erene of MC3D,

dot-dashed lines of MCTRANSF, dotted lines of RADMC and dashed lines of STEINRAY

from RADICAL. Right: Vertial temperature (upper panel) and perentage of di�erene

among the odes (lower panel). Cuts are made for a distane r in the midplane equal to

2 AU from the entral star. The nomenlature is the same as for the left panels exept for

the diamonds whih give the temperature behaviour following the semi-analytial approah

desribed in Set. 5.4.1. Note that all the RT odes have the same turnover in the temperature

distribution at the loation predited by the semi-analytial solution.
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In oder to test independently the most optially thin ase (highest optial depth in the disk

midplane of �

v

= 0.1), we use the semi-analytial solution derived in Set. 5.4.1. The upper

panel of Fig. 5.4 shows the perentage of di�erene

8

between the semi-analytial solution and

any other ode. Radial uts are plotted for an angle � near to the disk midplane where the

inuene of sattering is the largest. The di�erenes between the semi-analytial solution and

the RT odes is always smaller than 1%.

Temperature distributions for the models with �

v

=1 and 10 agree better than 10% for all the

ases we examine. The disk model with the highest optial depth is the most diÆult to treat

for the RT odes. In Fig. 5.5, we show radial and vertial uts at the disk loations where

deviations from the odes are expeted to be higher, i.e. near to the disk midplane and lose

to the entral star. The radial temperature is plotted for an angle � equal to 2.5

Æ

from the

disk midplane while the vertial temperature is given for a distane equal to 2 AU from the

entral star. In the upper panel of Fig. 5.5, we also superimpose the temperature dependene

for the optially thin regime at long wavelengths. In this regime the temperature distribution

depends only on the dust properties and an be approximated by T (r) / r

�2=(4+�)

(Evans

1994). Here � orresponds to the index of the dust absorption oeÆient at low frequenies

(�

abs

�

/ �

�

). For Draine & Lee siliates � is equal to 2, leading to an exponent of �0:33 in

the temperature relation.

The upper panel of Fig. 5.5 provides (in diamonds) the vertial temperature pro�le from

the semi-analytial approah desribed in Set. 5.4.1. The semi-analytial solution has the

turnover point from optially thik to optially thin (the plae where the temperature sud-

denly starts to drop) around 19

Æ

from the midplane. Sine the solution provided by the RT

odes should have the same behaviour, we used the semi-analytial approximation to hek

the orretness of the density setup. The disk midplane alulated with the semi-analytial

approah is naturally ooler than the real disk beause the approximation neglets heating of

the disk from dust re-emission. The outer regions of the real disks are also warmer beause

of those photons sattered far from the midplane. At a distane r of 2 AU from the star and

exatly in the midplane the real temperature is a fator of about 1.3 higher than that given

by the semi-analytial solution.

The lower panels of Fig. 5.5 provide the perentage of di�erene among the odes taking

RADICAL as referene ode. The radial temperatures agree better than 5% in most of the

disk, going from 1.2 AU to 200 AU. Around 1.1 AU MCTRANSF deviates slightly more than

10%. STEINRAY shows 10% deviations at the inner boundary and slightly higher deviations

(but always less than 15%) far from the star, at about 900 AU. The vertial ut at 2 AU

shows an agreement better than 2.5% till 10

Æ

from the disk midplane. Closer to the disk

midplane, deviations are larger for MC3D and STEINRAY but always smaller than 4%.

5.4.3 Emerging spetral energy distributions

The emerging spetra for the four models having di�erent optial depths are shown in Fig.

5.6 at two disk inlinations. The left panel provides the results for an almost fae-on disk

(disk inlination i equal to 12.5

Æ

) while the right panel gives the result for an almost edge-on

disk (i = 77:5

Æ

). Eah urve represents the mean value of the �ve RT simulations for the

spei� model, whose optial depth is given in parenthesis above the urve. On the y axis,

we plot �F

�

in [Wm

�2

℄ where F

�

is the ux density at a distane equal to the star radius.

8

with di�erene we mean:

(a�b)

b

. Here b stands for the referene solution/ode while a for any other ode.
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Figure 5.6: SED for two disk inlinations i as given on top of eah panel. Eah urve provides

the mean value of the �ve RT simulations for the four omputed models with di�erent optial

depth. The midplane optial depth is given in parenthesis labeling eah urve. In both panels

solid lines show results for the most optially thin disk, dotted lines for a disk having �

v

= 1,

dot-dashed lines for a disk with �

v

= 10 and dashed lines for the most optially thik model.

Diamonds provide the blak-body emission from the naked star. The slope of the SED at

long wavelengths depends only on the dust properties and is plotted in eah panel with a

solid line.
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Figure 5.7: Perentage of di�erene in the SED between the odes. RADICAL is taken as

referene ode. Solid lines give the di�erene between MC3D and RADICAL, dot-dashed

lines between MCTRANSF and RADICAL, dotted lines between RADMC and RADICAL

and dashed lines between STEINRAY and RADICAL.
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We also superimpose in diamonds the blak body radiation arising from the star in order to

visualize how eÆiently the irumstellar disk reproesses the stellar energy. We note that all

the odes have the orret slope at long wavelengths. This slope depends only on the dust

properties and is plotted as solid line in both panels (�F

�

/ �

�5

). At 0.55 �m the drop in

luminosity amounts to about a fator of 20 going from the most optially thin to the most

optially thik model and for a disk inlination of 77.5

Æ

.

Sine the di�erenes among the odes are too small to be visible in a logarithmi plot, we

provide separately the perentage of di�erene for the four models and for three disk inli-

nations (see Fig. 5.7). RADICAL has been hosen as referene ode. For the most optially

thin ase, we also ompare our results with the semi-analytial approah (see Fig. 5.4). We

�nd that the agreement of the odes with the semi-analytial solution is always better than

8%, with the largest deviations around 0.3 and 40 �m. In the range 0.2{0.7 �m all the odes

predit higher ux in omparison to the semi-analytial solution, while between 10{200 �m a

lower ux is obtained. These deviations arise beause the semi-analytial approah inludes

sattering only as an extintion term. From the numerial RT alulations it is lear that

some photons are sattered thus enhaning the ux between 0.2 and 0.7 �m. We note that

this wavelength range is exatly where small astronomial siliate grains have the largest sat-

tering eÆieny (see Fig. 5.1). Therefore, deviations peaking at 0.3 �m are simply explained

by the partiular optial data hosen for this benhmark. Those photons whih are sattered

annot ontribute to heat the disk. This explains why RT odes predit a lak of emission at

longer wavelengths. To understand why the largest de�it of photons is around 40{50 �m, we

�rst ompute the temperature at whih most of the disk mass emits (mass average tempera-

ture) and then the orresponding wavelength. For the wavelength alulation we need to take

into aount the grain emissivity (Evans 1994). We �nd a mass average temperature of 40 K

whih translates into a wavelength of 50 �m at the maximum emission. This wavelength is

well in agreement with the deviations shown in Fig. 5.4. For omparison, the RT odes agree

better than 1.5% at wavelengths shorter than 10 �m for this partiular test ase (� = 12:5

Æ

).

At longer wavelengths the results show a bit more satter but the agreement is always better

than 3%. In Fig. 5.7 �rst panel, we also show the perentage of di�erene for two other disk

inlinations, namely 42.5

Æ

and 77.5

Æ

. In both ases the agreement is better than 2% at all

wavelengths for all the odes but MCTRANSF, for whih slightly higher deviations (about

2.5%) are present at longer wavelengths.

As the optial depth in the midplane inreases, the RT problem beomes more diÆult to

solve. Beause of the hosen disk geometry, most of the disk mass is loated near to the

midplane and lose to the disk inner boundary. Our omparison shows that agreement among

the odes is always better for an almost fae-on ase and 42.5

Æ

disk inlination (�rst two panels

of Fig. 5.7), than for an almost edge-on disk (lower panels of Fig. 5.7). For the models with

�

v

=1 deviations among the odes are smaller than 9%. For the disk with midplane optial

depth of 10 and 100 and inlinations of 12.5 and 42.5

Æ

, di�erenes do not exeed 10%. For the

almost edge-on on�gurations the most diÆult regions to treat are those where sattering

dominates and at wavelengths around 10 �m. In the IR, opaities hange strongly and the

modi�ed Plank emission peaks in the inner disk regions (between 1 and 2 AU). Therefore, the

numerial simulations are partiularly sensible to the resolution of the inner parts. Deviations

in the IR are partly due to the di�erent resolution adopted by the odes (see also Set. 5.4.4).

Satter at visible and near-infrared wavelengths for MC3D, MCTRANSF, and RADMC is

simply statistial noise, typial of MC simulations. This satter beomes more prominent

at high optial depths. We also note that MC3D and RADMC have the same trend for
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Table 5.4: Relevant models for the spatial resolution tests

Model # r �r # � �� #Phot

[AU℄ [

Æ

℄ [�10

6

℄

mod0 55 0.03{141 101 1.8 24.4

mod1 55 0.03{141 31 5.8 24.4

mod2 40 0.3{141 121 1.5 24.4

mod3 35 0.7{141 121 1.5 24.4

mod4 10

3

0.07{4.1 121 1.5 244

wavelengths larger than 10 �m and the model with �

v

=100: they both estimate a larger IR

emission than RADICAL with peaks at �70 �m for MC3D and at �100 �m for RADMC. A

strong deviation from the other odes is shown by STEINRAY just after the 9.8 �m siliate

feature. However, one should note that apart from the disussed features the overall agreement

of the SEDs is better than 10% for all the odes even for the almost edge-on disk and the most

optially thik test ase.

5.4.4 Tests for various spatial and frequeny resolutions

We used the MC ode MC3D to test the dependene of our results on the grid adopted to

store the emerging temperature. Sine deviations due to di�erent temperature sampling are

expeted to be larger for more optially thik on�gurations, we investigate our most optially

thik test ase �

v

= 100. Di�erent grids, overing radial resolutions from 2.7 AU up to 0.03 AU

in the inner disk and vertial resolutions from 1.5

Æ

to 5.8

Æ

, have been inspeted. In Fig. 5.8,

we report results for �ve relevant ases. The number of radial and vertial subdivisions (#r

and #�), as well as the resolution (�r and ��) and total number of photons (#Phot) for

these ases are provided in Table 5.4. The RT equation is solved for 61 wavelengths, the

same assumed in all the previous simulations. The number of photons is set to 4�10

5

per

wavelengths to limit the runtime to 2 days on a PC with 4 Gby memory, 2.4 GHz lok. Only

in one ase (mod4) we let the omputation run for about two weeks in order to redue as muh

as possible the photon noise at short wavelengths. The omparison shows that the vertial

spaing does not inuene too muh the results: we report deviations smaller than 1.5% for

the three disk inlinations between the models with vertial resolution 1.5

Æ

and 5.8

Æ

(solid

line in Fig. 5.8). On the other side, hanges in the radial grid strongly a�ets the IR emission:

when going from mod0 to mod2 results still do not di�er more than 5% but the oarse inner

grid of mod3 auses deviations larger than 20%. Model mod4 is the state-of-the-art for our

omputer apabilities. The grid has a good resolution also in the outer region of the disk and

we use 10 times more photons per wavelengths. The perentage of di�erene between this

model and mod0 in the IR regime amounts to less than 6%. Deviations of about 10% in the

optial range are due to di�erenes in the number of photons.

To test the inuene of the frequeny resolution on our results we run the 2 MC odes MC3D

and RADMC doubling the number of walenghts where to solve the RT equation. The other

three odes ould not take part to the omparison beause of not enough omputer memory.

To have reasonable runtime for MC3D (a ouple of days), we restrit ourselves to the ase

�

v

= 10 and we lower the number of photons in omparison to Table 5.3 (half in the ase of
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RADMC and 4 times lower in the ase of MC3D). The lower number of photons introdues

larger satter at short wavelengths. Fig. 5.9 shows the perentage of di�erene between MC3D

and RADMC for the model with 61 wavelenghts (dotted line) and the new model with 122

wavelenghts (dashed line). Apart from the expeted larger deviations at short wavelengths,

the agreement between the two odes improves not more than 2% around 10�m. Thus,

we onlude that the nature of the IR deviations plotted in Fig. 5.7, is not due to oarse

frequeny sampling but to the di�erent grid resolutions adopted by the odes (espeially in

radial diretion) together with umulative numerial errors.

5.5 Disussion and onlusions on the 2D benhmark

Before presenting our �ndings, we briey disuss the general features of the omputed SEDs

for di�erent viewing angles (i) and optial depths (�). As mentioned in Set. 5.2.2, optial

depths are measured in the disk midplane from the inner to the outer boundary. Thus, the

optial depths we refer to are the highest in the disk.

Both panels of Fig. 5.6 show learly that the far-infrared region (longward 100 �m) remains

una�eted when varying the viewing angle. On the other hand, the short-wavelength part of

the spetrum is strongly modi�ed. When the disk is seen fae-on the spetrum is dominated

by unattenuated stellar radiation. As the disk inlination inreases, more and more of the

stellar ux is extinted by the dust in the disk. For the �

v

= 100 ase at i = 77:5

Æ

this

redution amounts to a fator of e

�100

in the visual. However, due to the high albedo of the

dust grains, a large fration of the stellar radiation is sattered above the disk into the line of

sight. Dust sattering is also responsible for the exess of emission at stellar wavelengths seen

at small disk inlinations (see left panel of Fig. 5.6 espeially for high optial depths). The

optial depth also a�ets the strong 10 �m feature produed by the SI { O strething. While

in most ases the feature appears strongly in emission, for the �

v

= 100 test ase at i = 77:5

Æ

the feature appears in absorption (see Fig. 5.6 right panel). The 20 �m feature is muh

weaker than the 10 �m, but it is already visible for the model with �

v

= 1. All these features

are in agreement with earlier radiative transfer omputations of disks (e.g. Efstathiou and

Rowan-Robinson 1990; Men'shhikov and Henning 1997).

Our aim is to provide benhmark solutions for the 2-D ontinuum radiative transfer problem in

irumstellar disks. The problems we present have optial depths up to 100, whih is atually

the limit of urrent omputational apabilities for most of the odes. The orresponding total

mass in the disk of about 0.01 solar masses overs most of the observed disks around low

mass stars. For more massive disks around intermediate and high-mass stars as well as tori

obsuring ative galati nulei, the numerial strategies have to be modi�ed, using e.g. the

di�usion approximation for high optial depths.

We used �ve independent radiative transfer odes that implement di�erent numerial shemes.

We ompared both the resulting temperature struture and the emerging SEDs. For the lowest

optial depth ase (�

v

= 0:1) we also ompared the results against a semi-analyti solution

whih treat sattering only as extintion term. The other three ases (�

v

= 1; 10; 100) annot

be solved in a semi-analyti way, sine multiple sattering and absorption-reemission events

strongly a�et the solution.

We �nd that the overall shape of the temperature distribution and of the emerging SEDs is

well reprodued by all the odes. Di�erenes in the temperature are smaller than 1 % for all

the odes in the most optially thin ase. Even for the most optially thik model, di�erenes
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Figure 5.8: Spatial resolution tests using the MC ode MC3D. On the y-axis we plot the

perentage of di�erene between the emerging SED of mod0 and any other model in Table 5.4.

Solid line: di�erene between mod0 and mod1. Dot-dot dahsed line: di�erene between mod0

and mod2. Dotted line: di�erene between mod0 and mod3. Dashed line: di�erene between

mod0 and mod4.

Figure 5.9: Frequeny resolution test using the MC odes MC3D and RADMC. On the y-axis

we plot the perentage of di�erene between the emerging SED of the odes for two models,

one sampling the frequeny spae with 61 (dotted line) and the other with 122 (dashed line)

logarithmially distributed points.
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in the temperature remain below 15%. As for the SEDs, deviations among the odes are

smaller than 3% at all wavelengths and disk inlinations for the most optially thin model.

For the models with �

v

= 1 and 10 at all disk inlinations and for the most optially thik

ase for disk inlinations of 12.5 and 42.5

Æ

, di�erenes do not exeed 10%. Only for the

most optially thik ase and an almost edge-on disk di�erenes around 10 �m exeed 20%

in the ase of STEINRAY. We stress that this is the ase for whih the numeris is the most

diÆult: the odes have to treat both a very optially thin atmosphere and a thik disk

midplane. Independent tests using two of the MC odes show that the frequeny resolution

annot aount for the infrared deviations among the odes in the almost edge-on disk and

the most optially thik model. Grid resolution espeially in radial diretion together with

umulative numerial errors play a major rule. The presented results provide a robust way to

test other ontinuum RT odes and demonstrate the possibilities of the urrent omputational

apabilities. Temperature distributions and SEDs for all the test ases are available at the

web site: http://www.mpia.de/PSF/PSFpages/RT/benhmark.html

In the next setions of this Chapter, we explore the possibility of using RT odes to in-

terpret and predit interferometri measurements. We also present the �rst omparison of

images/visibilities from two RT odes implementing di�erent numerial shemes.

5.6 An appliation to interferometri observations

The high resolution and sensitivity of the Very Large Telesope Interferometer (VLTI) will

soon improve our knowledge in many �elds of astrophysis. However, the �rst VLTI data

will be in form of visibilities that require further analysis to be orretly interpreted. Hene,

there is an ample need for multidimensional RT odes, treating omplex on�gurations with

high resolution and auray. Some 2D and a few 3D dust ontinuum RT odes have been

developed and reently improved (Lopez et al. 1995; Dullemond and Turolla 2000; Wolf 2003;

Steinaker et al. 2003). As results most of them provide not only SEDs but also wavelength-

dependent images. These images have key importane for the interpretation of observed

visibilities (see Set. 3.1 for an introdution to interferometry).

In the previous setions of this Chapter, we demonstrated the reliability of RT odes by the

�rst 2D dust ontinuum RT benhmark. Five RT odes implementing di�erent numerial

shemes have been ompared in a 2D disk on�guration: three of the odes apply the Monte-

Carlo (MC) tehnique while the other two are grid-based odes. The two 3D radiative transfer

odes partiipating in the benhmark, namely MC3D (Wolf 2003) and STEINRAY (Steinaker

et al. 2002a, 2003), are able to handle omplex on�gurations without severe restrition on

optial dust properties or dust distribution. Here, we demonstrate the apabilities of the

odes in produing mid-infrared (MIR) images for a distorted disk. We ompare for the �rst

time images and visibilities produed by two di�erent RT odes and we also investigate for

whih parameters the distortion of the disk an be best deteted by the VLTI mid-infrared

interferometri instrument MIDI (for a desription of the instrument see Set. 3.2).

5.6.1 First image/visibility omparison

The 2D radiative transfer benhmark aimed to ompare both emerging temperatures and

SEDs from de�ned disk on�gurations. As a natural step, we extend our omparison to the

images. For this purpose we make use of two of the tested odes that apply di�erent methods

to solve the dust ontinuum RT equation: MC3D is a Monte Carlo ode while STEINRAY
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Table 5.5: Model parameters

Parameter value

Stellar mass, radius, temperature 1M

�

, 1R

�

, 5800K

Inner-outer disk radius 1-1000 AU

Grain type, radius Siliate

a

, 0.12 �m

Optial depth at 550 nm (�

v

) 1

b

Ring loation, width 25AU, 3.5AU

a

Draine and Lee (1984)

b

�

v

is alulated in the disk midplane from the inner to the outer disk radius.

is a grid-based ode. Simulated images, and orresponding visibilities, are extremely useful

for both the preparation of interferometri observations and for a orret interpretation of

interferometri data.

Distorted disks are relevant to understand the formation and evolution of irumstellar disks

and for their onnetion with the formation of low-mass stars and possibly planets. Numerial

simulations show that star-disk and disk-disk enounters inuene the initial disk density

distribution by induing two-armed spiral strutures (Pfalzner et al. 2000). Similar arms are

predited by high-resolution numerial simulations in irumbinary disks surrounding lassial

T Tauri stars (G�unther and Kley 2002). D'Angelo et al. (2002) performed hydrodynamial

alulations that learly show a wave pattern indued by planet-disk interations.

The interesting question is about the detetability of these disk features. The MIR appears to

be a promising spetral region to investigate beause it probes those warm regions of the disk

that are not ontaminated by the stellar atmospheres. Sub-arse resolution is mandatory to

resolve those inner arms that have higher density ontrast. Wolf et al. (2002a) explored the

possibility of deteting gaps in irumstellar disks aused by planets. Here, we fous on the

detetability of spiral density waves.

As a simpli�ed version of an azimuthally extended distortion, we onsider a ring at 25AU

with a density �ve times larger than the loal density taken from one of the the disk models

tested in the benhmark. The assumed density ontrast is in agreement with the numerial

simulations previously ited. These numerial simulations also show that the spiral width

varies strongly with the distane from the entral objet and with the distane and nature of

the disturbing objet: typial widths range from a few tenths of an AU to several AU. For

the presented alulations, we have assumed a width of 3.5AU. Star and disk parameters are

summarized in Table 5.5 for larity. We ompute images at 20�m for both a fae-on and

an edge-on ase. Visibilities are alulated with the SIMVLTI tool

9

for the longest baseline

(UT1-UT4) available at the VLTI, a soure distane of 150 p (typial of T Tauri stars in

nearby star-forming regions) and delination of -30

o

. In Fig. 5.10 we present the resulting

images only for the fae-on on�guration. To enhane the ontrast between the faint disk

emission and the ring, we show only the inner 100�100 AU and we sale the intensities to

the power of 0.25. The middle panel of Fig. 5.10 provides the orresponding visibilities:

dashed line for MC3D and dotted line for STEINRAY. A vertial arrow is drawn to visualize

the spatial frequeny at whih the ring shows up. The ring appears with similar extent and

9

http://www.mpia-hd.mpg.de/MIDI/SIMVLTI/
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Figure 5.10: Images and visibilities for the fae-on disk (model given in Table 5.5). Left panel:

20�m image obtained with MC3D. Right panel: 20�m image simulated with STEINRAY.

Middle panel: visibility urve omputed for the baseline UT1-UT4: dashed line for MC3D,

dotted line for STEINRAY.

ux in both simulations. The di�erene in ux in the entire image is smaller than 20%.

The main �nding of these simulations is that both RT odes predit a detetable ring. The

disrepany in the overall shape of the visibility urve originates from a di�erent intensity

distribution that may be due to the fat that STEINRAY predits a slightly warmer inner

disk in omparison to MC3D. Another soure of deviations may be the di�erent temperature

grid used by the odes to store the results: an appropriate 2D grid is used in MC3D for these

partiular simulations while a 3D grid is used in STEINRAY.

5.6.2 Investigating the disk parameters

In this setion we investigate for whih parameters the ring an be best deteted by MIDI. The

following RT simulations are performed using MC3D. We always show the inner 200�200 AU

in order to have the same sale for all the onsidered ases. Intensities are saled to the power

of 0.25 as in Fig. 5.10.

At �rst we inspet the e�et of the disk inlination. Among the various omputations, the

two extreme ases of a fae-on and an edge-on disk are presented in Fig. 5.11. The omputed

visibilities learly show that the ring detetability is only marginally inuened by the disk

inlination. This ould be due to the fat that the ring is almost ompletely optially thin for

the hosen disk on�guration and the observing wavelength. If we ompute the same models

for a disk that has a 100 times higher optial depth, we �nd that the ring is still detetable

in the edge-on ase but not anymore in the fae-on on�guration (see Fig. 5.12).

Another important parameter to investigate is the ring loation. We onsider the original

fae-on disk having �

v

=1 and we ompute models for rings that are loated in an interval

from 10 to 50 AU from the star. Sine the disk is resolved, the visibility is small for large

spatial frequenies (dashed line of Fig. 5.13). This implies that is easier to detet rings that

are farther away than 10 AU from the star, i.e. for spatial frequenies < 15 arse

�1

. On the

other hand, rings beome undetetable when loated too far from the star. At about 50AU,

we are in the region of exponential derease of the visibility urve and a density inrease of

a fator of 5 over the loal density annot be seen in the visibility (dotted line of Fig. 5.13).

We onlude that rings an be deteted by MIDI when loated between 10-40 AU. Finally,
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Figure 5.11: Images and visibilities for the thin disk (�

v

=1). Left panel: 20�m fae-on disk.

Right panel: 20�m edge-on disk. Middle panel: visibility urve omputed for the baseline

UT1-UT4. Dashed line: fae-on disk, dotted line: edge-on disk.

Figure 5.12: Images and visibilities for the thin disk (�

v

=100). Left panel: 20�m fae-on disk.

Right panel: 20�m edge-on disk. Middle panel: visibility urve omputed for the baseline

UT1-UT4. Dashed line: fae-on disk, dotted line: edge-on disk.

Figure 5.13: 20�m images and visibilities for a disk with a ring loated at 10AU (left panel)

and at 50AU (right panel). Middle panel: visibility urve omputed for the baseline UT1-

UT4: dashed line for the ring at 10AU, dotted line for the ring at 50AU. At these distanes

rings beome hardly detetable in the visibility urve.
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we inspet the minimum density ontrast neessary to detet the ring. We over density

ontrasts ranging from 2 to 8 and �nd that for a ring at 25 AU a minimum density ontrast

of approximately 4 is required. As suggested by the previous results, the minimum density

ontrast for the ring detetability also depends on its loation.

5.6.3 Conlusions

We have presented the �rst omparison of images/visibilities produed by two three-dimensional

dust ontinuum RT odes based on very di�erent methods. Both odes predit that features

like rings in a disk an be deteted in the mid-infrared with MIDI. Further analysis is neessary

to study in detail how many visibilities are required to detet suh a ring in a real soure with

realisti noise.

In addition, we have used the Monte Carlo ode to explore for whih parameters the ring an

best deteted with MIDI. We have demonstrated that suh a ring is detetable with MIDI

even for high optial depth if the disk is lose to edge-on and that it is easier to detet rings

loated between 10{40 AU and have a minimum density ontrast of 4. The next step of this

work would be to adopt the density distributions predited from numerial simulations of

star/disk enounters, and study in detail whih parameters of the spiral-like pattern an be

determined with interferometri observations.

Results from the omparison of RT odes in 2D on�gurations are inluded in a paper aepted

for publiation in the Astronomy & Astrophysis Journal. The appliation of RT odes to

interferometri observations has been presented at the JENAM 2002 onferene (Pasui

et al. 2003b).



Chapter 6

Conlusions and Prospets

This thesis has investigated the early stages of massive star formation and the impat of high-

mass stars on their surroundings. Relevane was given to the potential of new observational

tehniques and to the tools that an be used to interpret these observations.

The �rst Chapter presented our mid-infrared ampaign onduted to searh for the youngest

massive (proto)stars. We targeted the two well-known star-forming region G10.47+0.03 and

W3(OH) that harbour soures in the hot ore and ultra-ompat H ii phases and aimed to

study their relation. In the ase of G10.47+0.03, three ultra-ompat H ii regions are still

embedded in the hot moleular ore and we demonstrated the importane of establishing

an aurate astrometri frame to orretly interpret the mid-infrared data. For the same

region, mid-infrared spetrosopy yielded the lassi�ation of the massive stars ionizing two

of the ultra-ompat H ii regions. Our deep mid-infrared images deteted and resolved the

thermal emission from dust surrounding the less embedded ultra-ompat H ii soures in the

G10.47+0.03 and in the W3(OH) regions. However, the protostars heating the hot moleular

ores had no infrared ounterpart at any wavelengths of our observations. This result implies

line-of-sight extintion of at least 230mag in the optial. We distinguished two omponents

in the spetral energy distribution of W3(OH), with the ultra-ompat H ii region being the

hotter, more evolved objet and the hot ore emission dominating at far-infrared wavelengths.

From the simulated spetral energy distribution of the hot ore we predit that deep Q-band

images ould unveil the massive protostar(s). The MIPS amera on board of SPITZER has

the sensitivity to pursue the searh for the infrared ounterparts of hot moleular ores. How-

ever, the poor resolution might not be suÆient to spatially separate any multiple omponents.

Interferometry is ertainly the way to attain resolutions well superior to onventional single-

dish observations. In Chapter 3, we presented the �rst interferometri measurements towards

the young massive star M8E IR obtained with MIDI, the new mid-infrared instrument for the

VLTI. The hoie of M8E IR was motivated by early infrared lunar oultation observations

suggesting the existene of a irumstellar disk around the massive B0 star. Our single-dish

aquisition images resolved an extended thermal omponent of about 200 AU slightly elon-

gated in the east-west diretion. The interferometri data were obtained with a baseline

almost parallel to the diretion of the predited disk and provided a good-quality visibility

urve between 8 and 13�m. The low visibility values demonstrated that the thermal dust

emission was well resolved by MIDI in the observed wavelength range. The extension of the
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emitting region was estimated to be between 30 and 50AU assuming a Gaussian distribution

as soure brightness. The visibility urve of the massive star M8E IR remarkably di�ers

from the visibility urves of Herbig Ae stars. Optial depth e�ets as well as the geometry

of the dust distribution might explain the observed di�erenes. These e�ets are expeted

to be disentangled by obtaining new visibility measurements with a perpendiular baseline

orientation and by omparing the observed visibilities with simulated visibility urves.

The impat of high-mass stars on their surroundings has been studied in Chapter 4 by high-

resolution near-infrared observations of the massive star �

1

COri in the Orion Nebula. Our

images show in great details the interation of the Lyman-ontinuum ux and the wind from

the massive star with the gas and dust envelopes around pre-main sequene stars (proplyds).

We deteted at least three near-infrared soures lose to �

1

COri that are likely to be low-mass

main-sequene stars based on their near-infrared olours and on the absene of line emission.

The binary proplyd Orion 168-326 was well resolved at all the observed wavelengths and the

interation between the omponents appeared as a prominent ar-like emission in our Br

ontinuum-subtrated exposures. We also reported a marginal detetion of the mirojet from

the SE omponent at 2�m. The nature of the objet Orion 163-323, that lies at only 2

00

projeted distane from �

1

COri, has been investigated in detail. Its near-infrared olours

and the ompat line emission points towards a proplyd with the peuliarity of being seen

almost fae-on. From the inspetion of the sizes and ux densities at di�erent wavelengths,

we onluded that we probably deteted the star in the proplyd at 2�m. We attributed the

exess emission in the J-band to sattering from dust. The very bright and ompat mid-

infrared emission is explained by thermal dust emission. The presented observations ould

not deide whether most of the dust emitting in the J- and N-bands is loated in the disk

or just behind the spherial ionization front aused by the interation of the stellar wind

from �

1

COri and the disk wind. We suggested that aurate extintion measurements and

interferometri observations ould resolve and loate the amount of dust in the disk.

In view of the upoming high-resolution observations towards massive young stars, we investi-

gated the urrent apabilities of ontinuum radiative transfer odes in modeling irumstellar

disks (Chapter 5). We onsidered a set of well-de�ned ases di�ering in optial depth and

viewing angle and ompared the emerging temperatures and spetral energy distributions

from �ve independent radiative transfer odes implementing di�erent numerial shemes.

Di�erenes in the outputs are in overall less than 10% even for the most optially thik ase.

Our solutions provide the �rst benhmark for disk on�gurations and an be used to test

the reliability of other radiative transfer odes. The most optially thik ase we onsidered

orresponds to a total disk mass of about 0.01 solar masses and is at the limit of urrent

omputational apabilities. Di�usion approximation for high optial depths must be inluded

to model more massive disks. In the last setion of this Chapter, we presented an applia-

tion of radiative transfer odes to interferometri observations. We onsidered the ase of a

disk with an azimuthally extended distortion due to star/disk enounters and ompared the

mid-infrared images and visibilities from two of the odes tested in the benhmark. We have

demonstrated that suh a distortion is detetable with MIDI even for high optial depth if the

disk is lose to edge-on and investigated the loation and ontrast density for whih it is easier

to detet. A natural ontinuation of this study is to use the density distributions predited

from numerial simulations of star/disk enounters and study in detail whih parameters of

the spiral-like pattern an be determined with interferometri observations.



Appendix A

Lyman ontinuum{Emission line

Relation

Here, we derive the equation that links the Lyman ontinuum ux of an H ii region to the

emission line ux from any ion in the region. This equation has been used in Set. 2.5 to

derive the spetral type of the embedded ionizing star from the observed prohibited [NeII℄

line emission.

We start from onsidering the expression for the non-extinted intensity of an emission line

I

�

(see Osterbrok 1974, equation 5.29)

I

�

=

Z

n

ion

n

e

�

�

ds (A.1)

where n

ion

is density of the ion responsible for the emission, n

e

is the eletron density, �

�

is

the emission oeÆient of the line. The integral is taken along the line of sight (ds) through

the H ii region. Assuming that the emission oeÆient is onstant along the line of sight, we

an write

I

�

= �

�

EM

�

n

ion

n

e

�




4�

(A.2)

with 
 being the solid angle, EM the emission measure and n

p

� n

e

is the proton density. We

reall that the emission measure is de�ned as EM =

R

n

ion

� n

p

ds that explains how equa-

tion A.2 is obtained from equation A.1. The EM of a spherially symmetri, optially thin,

homogeneous, ionization bounded H ii region is related to the opaity at a given frequeny �

by (see Osterbrok 1974, equation 4.32)

EM = 12:143 �

�

T

1:35

e

�

2:1

(A.3)

Here, EM is measured in p m

�6

, T

e

is the eletron temperature in K, � is the frequeny

in GHz and �

�

the optial depth at the frequeny �. Following the onvention used in radio

astronomy, �

�

is related to the brightness temperature T

b

by (Osterbrok 1974, equation 4.37)

�

�

= T

b

=T

e

(A.4)

for an isothermal optially thin H ii region. The brigthness temperature in the Rayleigh-Jeans

approximation an be also expressed as (see e.g. Wood and Churhwell 1989)

T

b

= 1:1 � 10

�15

S

�

�

�2




�1

(A.5)
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where S

�

is the radio ontinuum ux density in Jy at a given frequeny � in GHz and 
 is the

solid angle measured in steradian. Substituting equations A.3, A.4 and A.5 in equation A.2,

we obtain:

I

�

= 9:70 � 10

13

�

�

T

0:35

e

�

0:1

S

�

�

n

ion

n

e

�

(A.6)

with I

�

the spei� intensity measured in erg s

�1

m

�2

, �

�

in erg s

�1

m

3

, T

e

in K, � in GHz

and S

�

in Jy. On the other hand, the number of ionizing photons per seond (Q

0

) required to

maintain the ionization of the H ii region is (see e.g. Mart��n-Hern�andez et al. 2003, equation 5)

Q

0

= 2:489 � 10

48

T

�0:45

e

�

0:1

D

2

S

�

(A.7)

where D is the distane in kp, T

e

is the eltron temperature in K, � the frequeny in GHz

and S

�

the radio ontinuum ux density in Jy. Making the ratio of equations A.6 and A.7

allows to express Q

0

as funtion of the non-extinted emission line from any ion in the H ii

region

Q

0

= 2:566 � 10

34

T

�0:8

e

D

2

�

n

e

n
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